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Roberto Pugliese. Digital Bio-acoustics
Claudio Musso

We have been used to hybrids and

contamination for a long time.We

have dedicated study and research to

borderline figures that arise where

the disciplines merge their

increasingly blurred boundaries . But

there is no doubt about the extreme

charm of choices which aim to cross

the safe tracks of the category and go

beyond boundaries.

Roberto Pugliese is a distinguished

representative of what is described

above. He comes from a musical

academic culture, but having soon felt

the limits of a single view, he then

began to look for other stimuli in the

field of visual arts.  This should be a

reason of pride for the visual field, so

often denigrated and abused, and

moreover it helps to underline the

need to mix different points of view.

Pugliese put his expertise at the

disposal of artists and while doing so

he managed to develop his personal

poetic experience. Sound is the

protagonist of his installations and the

construction of a visual universe is

actively involved in the creation of

real environments. Nature is a model

both for the sound industry and for

visual production. The devices for

sound reproduction are arranged in

space according to phytomorphic

lines, the cables inhabit the walls like

climbing plants and the speakers are

like flowers blooming.

Music composition is then engaged in

synthetic circuits, relying

on computational logics which

manage frequencies, inputs and

tracks. Sometimes the presence of

nature is represented through ready-
made elements, other times it is

suggested or evoked by the diffusion

of sound. 
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He attended the Conservatory and

focused on experimental composition

in the past. Now several of his

projects are exhibited in galleries and

he collaborates with other artists. The

titles of his works combine the

natural, the artificial and a poetic

metric-style  There are also works still

in progress.  In his glance at

movements like kinetic art and the

Sound Art branch, the words by

Roberto Pugliese show details of a

critical intent, a stubborn thought and

a compelling pace.

Claudio Musso: I would like to

approach your work from an unusual

point of view; I’d like to read the titles

of your  works. Starting from the

latest ones: Unità minime di
sensibilità, Critici ostinati ritmici, Linfa
sintetica. Without going further, at

least for now, there are undoubted

semantic ambiguities. In all of them

there is a kind of musicality,  like a

rhythmic cadence. How do you find

these kinds of titles? How important

are they?

Roberto Pugliese: I think the title is a

fundamental part of a work: through

the use of it, the artist can create a 

perceptual ambiguity in the user that

captures his curiosity and the need to

look deeper into the work.  In the

beginning I was terrified when I had to

choose the titles of my songs. I

remember I used to catalog them

using numbers or letters  of the

alphabet. Then I discovered how Luigi

Nono titled his compositions and I

understood the importance and  the

need to create a good title. I worked

hard looking for a personal style and

now in my latest works a common

thread running through the titles of

my works can be seen.

Claudio Musso: I am looking through

your biography – the degree at the

conservatory and then the teaching �

would it be too obvious to ask you

how you approached visual

arts? Where does the need to “unlock”

the devices that transmit sound come

from? From aesthetic research or is it
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something like a tool for sound

experimentation?

Roberto Pugliese: While I was

attending the electronic music course

at the conservatory I always felt the

need  to attend the Academy of Fine

Arts to meet and get to know artists

who used different techniques of

expression from  mine. I was

particularly attracted by the

possibility of being able to merge

different media, and so in that period I

was involved in partnerships with

students of the Academy including

the artist Daniela Di Maro. I realized

my first sound installations with her.

Then I continued with my own

research, but I also collaborated with

other artists like Agostino Di

Scipio, Pasquale Napolitano and

Tamara Repetto. I believe that a

complete conceptually well

structured work needs a stimulating

visual part as well as an equally

stimulating sound part. My works are

fundamentally conceived from a

conceptual idea  which has to be

supported by a sound and visual

concept. In my opinion, technology

and the visual and sound results are

essential.

Sound experimentation is combined

with visual experimentation as in

Unità minime di sensibilità; in it the

use of more than100 speakers has, of

course, an aesthetic value. Moreover

it allows me to obtain a sound and

perceptive process I could not obtain

otherwise.  A sine wave (the min.

sound unit) is played by each speaker;

the sound achieved through their

merging in the environment and not

through a software is both

perceptually and evocatively

different. In this way the user is totally

immersed in the work and can be

guided by many sound and visual

stimuli.

Perhaps my need to create works so

alienating and compelling is dictated

by the desire to bring the viewer, even

for a few minutes, into a parallel

reality, into a mental, personal and

introspective intimacy where he can

question himself. I think this is the role

of contemporary art: questioning

oneself , thinking.

Claudio Musso: There is an ecological

connotation in your works; sometimes

there are natural elements taken from

the ready-made reality, sometimes

5
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there are forms which mimic

plants. Even the sounds often

reproduce environments that evoke

the biomorphic field. Is this true?

Roberto Pugliese: I have always been

fond of ethology and when I was

young I always preferred scientific

texts rather than novels or similar

books. I’ve always been

very fascinated by nature and its

various, imaginative and ingenious

solutions. Human beings forget that

they themselves are a creation of

nature and often think they can

manage and dominate it as they like

but this is not true. Just think about

hurricanes, fires, tsunamis,

earthquakes and all the

unpredictable ways in which nature

demonstrates its

enormous energy.Some of these

phenomena are not linked to human

activity, but others are directly related

to human behaviour.

Within the perfect and detailed design

of the superior intelligence,

nature made sure, as a measure of

self-defence, that man should

evolve and develop a critical sense, a

consciousness and a sensitivity; in

some cases this sensitivity becomes

art.  There is always a reference to

nature in my works, even when I build

software that produces sounds. I

often create software through genetic

or algorithms or mathematical

functions that are inspired by natural

events. Once finalized, they become

bio-electronic organisms themselves.

Claudio Musso: Your research often

intersects with digital technologies; I

would call you a composer /

programmer. Could you tell us about

your recent experience with Bianco e

Valente, the work entitled Frequenza
Fondamentale? It would explain your

dual nature.

Roberto Pugliese:  I think a work can

be considered finished when it is

complete from different points of

view. In my works I usually start with

an idea coming from studies and I

develop it through technology, both

visually and in terms of

sound. Technology in my works

becomes a means of expression but

it’s not the only thing which helps me

in obtaining the result I have in

mind. My research does not always

start from sound experimentation but

it is always linked to sound. I would

not call myself a composer anymore.

I focused on sound arts because I was

tired and bored of electro-acoustic

experimentation, often stagnant and

redundant. I think that there is more

vitality in the underground reality and

the artistic field where different

media are combined rather than in

the academic sound field. I am not a

pure programmer even if I studied to

be a computer expert and continued

specializing and studying
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programming in the field of sound

while I was attending the electronic

music course at the conservatory. I

am quite familiar with computers and

every time I start to work on a new

project I define and develop the

appropriate skills needed.

Talking about the experience I had

with Bianco e Valente my task was to

find a meeting point between the

real-time data of the seismic activity

of Mount Vesuvius given to us by the

Osservatorio Vesuviano and the

compositional verve of Mario  Masullo.

I have several folders on my computer

with the audio content for this project

(e.g. recordings of pianos,

synthesizers, audio shootings,

etc.).. There are several files inside

each of these folders.

  The software plays a number

of audio tracks (selected randomly

from these folders) simultaneously

according to the data which came

from the Osservatorio Vesuviano; the

stronger  the seismic activity is the

more tracks there will be played

together.  I created a sort of mixer /

digital player that is activated by the

data from the activity of Vesuvius.

Claudio Musso: Describing your

research, you refer to kinetics and

programming. I recently read an

article by Carsten  Nicolai about one

of the most popular

exhibitions dedicated to the

phenomenon (The Responsive Eye,

MOMA, 1969,  Editor’s note). There are

general criteria that link sound to

geometry, new and old theories about

the links between sound experiments

and investigations on visual

perception. What is the link with this

kind of experiences in your case?

Roberto Pugliese:  I think that there is

still much to be investigated about

the combination of visual and

sound in art and about the interaction

between our senses. When more than

one sense is stimulated at the same

time different variables with an

exponential increase of evocative

possibilities are involved. In my

projects listening points are dynamic

and they communicate in many active

ways with the visual part of the work. 
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The idea of providing multiple

listening points is what allows the

viewer to immerse himself in the work

as much as possible. For example in

Ivy Noise or in Unità Minime di
Sensibilità the audio sources are

numerous and they are located all

over the venue so that everything

seems to be more realistic as well as

more perceptively interesting. 

I developed my research about the

relationship between visual and

sounds from several points of view. In

Ivy Noise, for example, there were

sounds derived from studies on how

the human mind processes sounds

which come from nature

environments; in Studio I produced

synthetically some sounds which

were de-codified perceptively as

natural; the users thought they were

sounds previously recorded in woods

because a visual structure realized

with some cables and audio devices

reproduced a kind of acoustic

illusion,even though they were clearly

synthetic and they reminded them of

a particular kind of ivy.

So, the sounds which were perceived

as natural sounds were in fact

synthetic while the visual structure,

realized with synthetic materials really

reproduced a natural structure. The

sound/visual ambiguity was a great

way to capture the curiosity and

interest of the users who in fact

were encouraged to investigate both

the visual and the audio dynamics of

the work.

In Unità Minime di Sensibilità instead,

the number of speakers used is

directly related to the perceptive

quality  of the sound result to be

obtained. A sine wave, the simplest

sound in the audio field, is produced

by every speaker; all these sounds are

combined giving back a very

articulate result. A small weather

station placed outside a tunnel

changes the resulting sound; the

tunnel sends parameters coming from

light, temperature, atmospheric

pressure and humidity sensors to the

software I created. Although the

sounds are processed synthetically,

through the data received ??from the

sensors which collect information

about changes in natural phenomena,

an organic taste which is also recalled

by the visual structure of the work can

be perceived in the sound.

My relationship with kinetic art is
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more visible in works like Critici
Ostinati Ritmici in which a series of

electromagnets physically produce

the sound of the work.  In the

exhibition which will be inaugurated

on May 28th at the Gallerie

Mario Mazzoli I will present four new

projects with a  strong combination of

robotics, kinetics and sound.

Claudio Musso: The sound fruition is

naturally immersive. The sound acts

on the space dimension changing

it. How do you relate yourself with this

when you set up your installations?

Roberto Pugliese: Yes, the sound

fruition is naturally immersive, but it is

perceptually interesting and realistic if

there are many listening points,

whatever the power. Briefly, listening

to a sound from a hi-fi system is

different from listening to the same

sound from a Dolby sound system or

at the cinema. The six different Dolby

audio sources are definitely the best

way to listen to a sound as it can be

better distributed in the environment.

In my last installation, Unità minime di
Sensibilità the actual audio channels

are  42.

This allows me to re-design the

architectural boundaries of the

environment in which I operate and

enables to obtain the perceptive

result I want to achieve. The volume

of my works is usually at a medium or

low level because I want the users to

perceive the acoustic differences of

the different audio prospectives;

When the volume of the audio is high

it means you want the users to listen

to you, you are asking to be listened

to, as in 

Critici Ostinati Ritmici
.

In some other installations, like inImpulso
, which I realized together

with Agostino di Scipio at MPLC in

Rome, the work was conceived

starting from the acoustics of the

location; a series of sounds emitted

from the speakers of a normal PC

were then reabsorbed by the system

in real time via some microphones

placed in the corners of the room. In

this case the sound was modified by

the architectural environment. The

same installation achieves different

results depending on the dimension

of the location, the material the space

is made up of and the architectural

shape of the area where the

installation is set up.
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Voluptuous Data. Matias Del Campo And Span
Architects

Sabina Barcucci

Talking about design and architecture

with Matias Del Campo (SPAN

Architects, with Sandra Manninger)

opens the mind toward an

unexpected miscellanea of

technology and romanticism

It clarifies that the work of those that,

like SPAN, are developing new

paradigms in material production

through architecture act in a world

where the combination of technology

and sensibility has yet to be

questioned and investigated. As Del

Campo himself states, in this field we

have just scratched the surface:

everything still has to be imagined,

discovered and defined.

Let’s start from the beginning:

conversing with an architect like Del

Campo means questioning those that

want to represent innovation in

spatial terms without merely

inventing or following a language. He

is instead constructing an

epistemological framework from

practice and procedures that are

based on the newly acquired

knowledge that we increasingly

dominate through science and

technology.

The result does not come from a

formal effort, but rather as a

consequence of a union of

evolutionary attempts based on very

rigid design procedures. These involve

a software approach that goes

beyond the tool itself, leaving space

for a true ecology of digital thinking:

an achievement that dispels techno-

enthusiasm and opens the door to

something that might really become a

certainty in the future.
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What we can expect is an

environment where affection,

obsession, opulence and romanticism

are the outputs of an advanced

system that puts together biological

behavior, environmental pressures

and rigid procedures of computational

design.

SPAN Architect‘s research highlights

how to go beyond “beautiful data” to

discover something that could be

defined “voluptuous data”. This

coagulation of numbers, algorithms,

procedures and programs uses the

forces of thriving nature and, passing

through the calculation of a multi-

core processor, knits them with

human desire.

Sabina Barcucci:Let’s start with a very

broad definition that considers design

as an answer to a problem. Currently

there is a large use of this term that

looks fitting to disciplines that only 10

years ago were totally out of the

design realm. So, design is now

intended as a set of tools and

methodologies solving problems for

our society in order to enable the

society itself to get more complex.

This process produces solutions but it

rises also new problematics trough an

apparently endless virtuous -or

vicious- circle. What do you think is

the position of architecture in this

process?

Matias Del Campo: It is true that

through a massive indoctrination in

the 20th century the term “Design”

was a suspicious noun in architecture,

and to a certain extent it is still today.

However if you strip the term to bare

bones it basically describes the

specifics of an object which behaves

in a unambiguous fashion according

to a set of rules defined to fulfill a

program. In the case of architecture,

design fulfills a crucial role in the

behavior of the architectonic body. A

manifold of forces shape the design:

environmental pressures, program,

material restrictions, responsiveness

to the location and so on.

At the end of the day it is of course

also the sensibility of the individual

designer which creates the spatial and

visual stimulus generated by the

architectural design. In a broader

extent this would mean that any

process that can be subdivided into

specific routines that allow for an

elaborated, intricate network of

substantial interlocked relations can

be described as design. I´m however
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not completely sure wither this

describes an increased amount of

complexity in contemporary society.

Au contraire, it is not so much about

complexity as such, but about an

emergent behavior that follows a

simple set of rules that finally create a

highly articulated spatial, social,

graphical, you name it, condition.

Sabina Barcucci: Trough a strong

digital approach, SPAN Architects‘

work is characterized by a brilliant

formal and technical investigation on

complex geometries, morphogenesis,

continuous surfaces, responsive

environments. These topics and your

didactic are related to an important

research and about technologically

advanced materials and digital

fabrication. Looking at the current

complexity level of our society, where

does the architecture of SPAN want

to bring us? And what is the main

“problematic” that it wants to solve?

Matias Del Campo: One of our main

goals is that we do not want to make

things more complex, but that we are

actually striving for responsive

solutions to a set of specific design

problems. The kernel of our design

intentions follow a very rigorous,

predefined procedure to get as close

as possible to the design task in order

to find a solution that echoes the

design intention. The use of

computational design techniques has

been one of our main characteristics

since the inception of our practice,

and even before that in our individual

work.

The generative techniques in use in

our design process has produced

multiplicious results for every design

step, resulting in genealogies of

projects that sometimes surprise us

with efficient, performative or

sometimes just beautiful results.

Similar to evolution in Nature, where

there is no optimization, but just

change, and environmental pressures

serve as testbed for survival.

Our obsession for contemporary

fabrication technologies as well as a

curiosity for innovation in the material

world spark ideas about possible

opportunities to implement these into

the design of our work. We search for

opportunities and try to understand

how we can implement the

observations into the flux of projects

in our office. Like a multicore

processor we try to tie a variety of
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threads reaching from ideas on

geometry, mathematics, biological

behavior, program and material

condition to fuse into an architectural

definition.

All this desires for articulated

architectural solutions constitute

intensive spatial conditions in a

constant flux. In a way they echo a

romantic notion in architecture,

where intricacy, ornamentation, affect

and chromatic effects generate lush,

opulent organizations of matter in

space. Or maybe it is in fact just our

desire for romanticism.

Sabina Barcucci: Span is born in a very

proactive cultural context. A project

of SPAN has been selected for the

Expò Shanghai 2010 to represent the

innovative regard of the country and

then realized. What are the main

conditions, institutions and actors that

influence the Austrian cultural context

and how do they impact on the

architectural research related to

advanced design?

Matias Del Campo: It is true that

Vienna has a very proactive cultural

context. I like to highlight in my

lectures uproad that Vienna was

always a big influence on my

understanding of architecture at

large. Not only in terms of

contemporary architecture. I basically

just recently became aware of the

massive influence the entire historic

city texture had on my view towards

opulence in architecture. You have it

all within reach in this city: Gothic,

Baroque, Historims, Jugendstil, 20th

century avant-garde.

Only the 21st century is missing. All of

this triggers our minds and push us

forward in our designs and

explorations. This fat soup cooks in

our office in the formation of

advanced architectural approaches,

spiced with the lineage of Viennese

architecture.

Within the last 15 or so years there has

been a major shift in the way how the

public domain in Austria evaluates

young architects. The trust in young

companies increased enormously

triggered by such practices like

Propeller Z and Delugan Meissl, which

ultimately also lead to the decision of

the jury for the Expo project to entrust

us and our partner Arkan Zeytinoglu

with the Expo Pavilion.

Nonetheless it was a brave decision of

the Jury to commission such a young

14
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architecture practice with the

prestigious job to build the

representation of Austria at the

Shanghai World Expo 2010. Austrian

officials are pretty much aware of the

cultural value of art, architecture and

design, and that in fact it is an export

hit.

Sabina Barcucci: I know you are doing

a PhD. Would you like to tell us

something about your research work?

Matias Del Campo: Well, for now I

would like to keep the key thesis of

the PhD undisclosed, however what I

can tell you is that some of the papers

we have published in the last couple

of years in different conferences, like

the Design Modeling Symposium in

Berlin and the ACADIA Conference

form the frame of the thesis. One of

those papers was for example entitled
Sense and Advanced Sensibility which

dealt with the relationship of

sensibilities, obsessions and advanced

design techniques, plotting the

lineage between the presence of

geometric rigor in Baroque

architecture, the resulting opulent

spatial conditions and the emergent

interest for exotic geometric

conditions in contemporary

architecture.

In a way I´m very interested to

understand the cultural implications

of contemporary architectural desires,

and to understand the paradigmatic

change in architecture, not only on a

fabrication or material level, but also

in terms of its impact on the

architectural evolution at large.

There are indicators that support the

thesis that architecture is exploring,

with contemporary techniques,

ondulating, opulent organizations of

matter in space connotated with

romantic notions in terms of

generating an affect in the observer,

or user of the respective design. This

Affect is independent of the scale of

the project, so the theoretical

approach can be used to generate

solutions in product design scale as

well as building or urban design.
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Sabina Barcucci: SPAN Architects

recently won the first price for the

New Brancusi Museum competition in

Paris. The project shares the plot with

Beaubourg, one of the most

breaking-through architectural icons

of the 20th century. When in 2007

Rogers received the “Pritzker Price”,

the jury said the Pompidou

“revolutionized museums,

transforming what had once been

elite monuments into popular places

of social and cultural exchange,

woven into the heart of the city.” How

the New Brancusi Museum project is

in relation with this special features?

Matias Del Campo: Well, on the one

hand our proposal for the New

Brancusi Museum deals with the

application of Topological surfaces in

a continuous spatial condition. We

have been exploring the use of

Topology in our office for some time,

beginning with very abstract models

that were dealing with aspects like

apertures in complex curved

geometries, the design of continuous

circulations in buildings, and the

structural potential of double curved

surfaces. The Brancusi Museum marks

a very important milestone in our

research as it was our first attempt to

fuse a series of elements and ideas

into one project.

Our decision to participate in the

competition was almost a compulsive

reaction, as I always have been a great

admirer of Brancusis sculptures. The

way how the sculptures fill the space

with a specific affect generated by

the curvilinear nature, the refractions

of the material and the chromatic

effects generated by varying light

conditions always captured my mind.

The genetic code of our project is

massively influenced by the

Beaubourg site, the position on the

plaza, the height difference between

plaza and street, the illumination. All

this information shaped the

topological body of the museum, as

much as the desire to create a

continuous uninterrupted motion

trough the building. A motiv that

actually appeared again in the design

of the Austrian Pavilion for the

Shanghai Expo 2010. If you consider

this you can think of the Brancusi

Museum as the Grandfather of the

Austria pavilion.

While working on the fabrication

strategy of the Brancusi museum we

figured that there is in fact even a

relation to the Renzo Piano designed

Centre Pompidou. When Piano

designed and built the Pompidou, it

was a highlight of contemporary

design and fabrication strategies,

applying the most forefront

technologies to realize the project.

The Brancusi Museum does behave in

a similar fashion as on how to apply

contemporary ideas on spatial

solutions as well as up to date
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fabrication strategies. The two

buildings side by side would have

been a beautiful representation as of

how much architecture has evolved in

forty years.

Sabina Barcucci: Su “Abitare 508″ has

recently been published a

conversation between you and Wolf

D. Prix about the New Brancusi

Museum. The text is really exemplar

as it shows a sort of generation gap.

Coop Himmel(b)lau has been -and I

think somehow it’s still- synonym of

avant-garde in architecture and we

can easily imagine a similar

conversation between a young Prix

and one of his mentors in the late

seventies, with substantial

differences. There is a critic that Prix

makes to the totally-digita-

-methodology while quoting Erich

Fromm and his mistrust in futurist

ardors: “People who use a machine for

communicate are driven by a certain

kind of ‘desire for death’ , because

they can no longer communicate with

liveliness”.

A suspicious approach from not digital

natives toward “digital architects” is

an usual issue since over 10 years but

in this days the debate is going more

far: the world of architecture really

moved inside a machine from its

inception to its construction and

organization. I suspect that the

architecture in Prix’s mind is

something very different from the

architecture in your mind while you

are programming software for

modeling spaces and flows. Could we

say that architecture as a result of a

total collaboration between man and

machine get a new different

meaning?

Matias Del Campo: The conversation

with Wolf D. Prix was indeed very

interesting. Not only because of his,

lets say, suspicion versus a complete

computational approach on

architectural design strategies. There

was another very telling moment in

this conversation as when he asked

me about models. My reply was that

we do not build models in our office.

What for Prix is a sacrilege is my day

to day business.

I think that everyone working in our

office is so immersed in a three

dimensional, computational

environment, that we can pretty

much imagine every detail of a

project. I got so used to the constant

rotation and fly trough 3D models on

the computer that I cant imagine
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another medium to be much better

for evaluating the architectural

qualities of a project. Additionally

what we do on the computer is less

and less designing per se, but creating

a procedure, an array of orders that

the computer solves to create a

lineage, or evolution of possible

solutions to a spatial problem. In this

extent I don’t consider the computer a

“machine” but an ecology that creates

evolutions of possible solutions to

specific architectural problems.

The opportunities to inform this

ecology with data from the real

environment is one of the most

exiting moments in contemporary

architecture, It allows us to

incorporate intensive conditions, such

as weather phenomena, gravitation,

solar radiation and so forth which

directly influence and inform the

design process. Yes, architects

troughout history has been keen to

intelligently include this information

into their designs, the difference

today being the manifold and precise

information we can use in our design

procedures.

I will stop here before my obsessions

start to carry me away too much,

however, be aware that we may have

just scratched the surface of the

possibilities that computational

design techniques offer, for every

stage of the architecture design

process. I´m really curious for the

things that are yet to come.

http://www.span-arch.com
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Wefab: Digital Fabrication In The Heart Of Milan
Simona Casonato

If you are looking to make the

revolution, maybe it is worth a trial.

Or, better to say, a prototype, for it is

design we are talking about. To the

shouts of “Make the right thing”,

WeFab exhibition has taken place in

Milan, between April 14 and 16 of 2011

(http://www.wefab.it/). Three days

entirely dedicated to open design,
open source design and fabbing, the

“home-made” fabrication: activities

generating a short circuit in the

relations between designer’s creative

act, prototyping and industrial

production.

WeFab has demonstrated how very

different steps of production cycle

can collapse to a unique time and

place. A time and place that accept

the burden of discussing about some

century of our history, from the

Industrial Revolution on.

Just to give an example: a challenge

was scheduled among designers, who

in one night had to turn an idea into

an object. The news is we are not

talking about a huge Chinese factory,

but a small cultural circle in Milan. Can

it be real?

Put together about twenty designers,

provide them with all the material to

indulge themselves (plastics, woods,

metals, fabric) and, above all, cheap

and easy to handle machines in order

to directly fabricate the objects.

Before midnight your object is ready

for use and replicable, as if come out

of an industry.

The first Milanese fablab, though

temporary, has been organized within

the comfortable and colourful hall of

Arci Biko circle. The concept comes
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from hacklab: the intent is to broaden

the collective experimentation field

on information technology

characterizing the hacker universe on

object production. Experiences like

these are spreading in the world and a

month ago in Turin was born Fablab

Italia, the first space entirely

consecrated to the makers, or

whoever wants to be “inventor for a

day”

(

http://www.fablabitalia.it/?page_id=2

).

Thanks to WeFab we could

understand how a similar space would

work in Milan. The atmosphere was

crisp, recreational and absorbing. We

lived a moment of pure tinkering. We

felt free to experiment, play and

conceive new ideas with pioneering

spirit. In other words, we had real fun..

The organizers, Openwear

(http://www.openwear.org/), group

of research on collaborative fashion

design, and Vectorealism

(http://www.vectorealism.com/ ), a

laser cutting service providing the

designers with the chance to self-

product their project at low prices,

gathered around them a set of

Milanese and International realities

dedicated to DIY, self-production and

open source design.

The large number of activities

proposed – suitable for all tastes –

implied a common context of

sustainability, ecology and

democratization of specialized

knowledge. The show has passed

from the scientific field of solar kit

workshops for the direct charge of

mobile phones, audio systems and

projectors, kept by Alekos, to more

artistic practices, like the

aforementioned challenge among the

designers, realized with the support of

Design Smash, collaborative design

platform. The young winners, for their

Plexiglas jointed lamp, have been

democratically acclaimed by the

public with an old but always

functional system, the clap-o-meter.

In the following days, the participants

to the workshop by Dorbot Milano

(they like to define themselves as

“people doing strange things with

electricity”) have put their hands on

Arduino, one of the first hardware

open source platforms, experimenting

the potential of electronic prototyping

and creating a LED lamp. While the

fanatics of the nearby desk were

soldering, connecting and moving

their first steps towards

programming, on a large table some

others were creating a 2.0 version of

some second-hand skirts.

By following the suggestions of

Serpica Naro (the collective meta-

brand born in 2005 out of a legendary

provocation by the Milanese

temporaries during fashion week) the
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clothes has soon been turned into

cool dresses and bags through

upcycling, that means recycling with

upgrades. In other words, they “made

the right thing”.

Nevertheless, in order to fully

understand the meaning of WeFab‘s

mantra, it is necessary to examine the

core of the event: the practical

demonstration that everybody can

really gain access to rapid

prototyping. A laser cutter and a 3D

printer, working day and night, have

been made available to participants

and spectators. By starting from

vector design, these machines are

capable of creating 3D objects that

can be assembled to obtain full-

fledged products.

The laser allows very accurate cuts

and incisions to be made on different

range of materials: plastics,

cardboard, metal, wood. Yet maybe

the real deal, for its low cost, is

represented by the MakerBot Thing-

O-Matic, an open source printer sold

online in an assemblage kit for less

than 1300 Dollars. It is capable of

creating, for accumulation of plastic

material (ABS), objects from vector

design with a 3D modelling program.

This means we can conceive “ring

with moustaches” (one of our

favourite works, due to its surrealist-

like nature, realized during WeFab),

design it, imprint it, and have it in our

hands in a few minutes.

Then if we put the design online,

maybe with the license to modify it,

anyone having a prototyping machine

can replicate or improve it, by

creating an (almost) identical copy,

thus bypassing the step of industrial

production, now implied in the

personal micro-production. And, even

better, the waste of material and

energy is reduced.

If this is not Star Trek, we are really

close to it. By remembering fabbing’s
place of birth, Center for Bits and

Atoms of MIT directed by Neil

Gershenfeld, a media guru like Chris

Anderson has claimed on Wired USA

“the new bits are the atoms”. The new

practices show how social and

economic implications of this

veritable digital revolution are able to

overcome the web concept and

become real.

The key words here are open source,

crowdsourcing, or content generated
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by users: “If during the past ten years

we explored the post-insitutional

social models in the net, in the next

ten years we will apply them to the

real world” (C. Anderson, In the Next
Industrial Revolution, Atoms are the
New Bits, Wired.com , January 25

2010,

http://www.wired.com/magazine/20

10/01/ff_newrevolution/ t.d.r.).

On the relation between material and

immaterial, production and concept is

based the idea that both software and

hardware, (broadly speaking, the

“things”) can be created and improved

into an environment of free sharing of

ideas and procedures. Therefore, to

adopt an open source philosophy tout

court, from the starting concept of

“things” to their fabrication reopens

the debate between creativity

professionals (designers, artists,

writers, inventors, researchers) and

producers, the entities investing

money in engineering,

industrialization, fabrication,

publication, distribution of products

and so on.

It already happened in the world of

media and information, which had to

share the audience with any other

company who possessed an Internet

connection and few simple tools to

express itself: forums, social

networks, programming languages

and flexible and accessible media

production means.

Such epochal process deserves an

accurate reflection. WeFab’s key value

has been on one hand to put to light

the astonishing capability of digital

democratization, and on the other to

reflect on the potential shadow areas.

Milan, a “creative city”, as defined by

Adam Arvidsson, professor of

Sociology of globalization at

Università Statale, involved into the

project, seems a particularly fitting

place to make it. The most important

city in Lombardy is not a neutral place

where to do these operations, and the

choice of the Design Week period is

not accidental: even for the fact of

being conceived, a project like WeFab

contains a critical vision of the

economic and productive model

working in fashion and design

industry, whose Milan is a point of

reference.

In a similar context, it is plausible to

ask oneself whether the open source

model is a double-edged weapon or
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not for who invests years of study into

creative works, after long researches

and experiences. Journalist Jeff

Howe, on the article famous for giving

life to the term “crowdsourcing”, tells

the story of a photographer

specialized in rare medical images

who, after a long career, witnesses his

knowledge and economic funds

brought into question in a few months

by the birth of iStockphoto, an online

pictures archive born out of free

sharing among professionals and

amateurs of the field ((J. Howe, The
Rise of Crowdsourcing, in Wired.com,

July 2006,

http://www.wired.com/wired/archiv

e/14.06/crowds.html).

Let’s go back to Milan. Cristina, a 24

years old brilliant participant of

Design Smash, summarize the

question. The participants were asked

to bring their creation onto the net:

“Working to an open project has been

so exciting. Contact with other

designers is important as well,

because you acknowledge your limits,

you learn from the others, in other

words you become a better designer.

It ‘s been no doubt an useful

experience for a confrontation, but I

am not totally convinced about that

idea. A designer does not study and

work only to be a number among the

others, he aims to emerge.” Yet

Cristina confirms most of the time a

lot of professionals working for a big

label do not receive the prize they

deserve, despite their contribution to

the creation of successful projects.

It has been a long time since WeFab

organizers are reflecting on the

relation between creative work, new

technologies and social models. To

this purpose, at the Università Statale

of Milan the theoretical introduction

has been explained with a public

workshop, entitled Creative work
between precariousness and self-
organization, which opened the

exhibition and was maybe one of its

best moments.

Adam Arvidsson was the moderator,

Angela McRobbie, researcher at

London’s Goldsmith College, and

Bertram Niessen, researcher at

Openwear and EduFashion and

member of Otolab and memorable

author for Digicult were the speakers.

During two hours debate, they talked

about questions discussed not so

many times among the insiders of

“creative works”: overabundance of
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professionals in the field and

subsequent fall in value of the work,

precariousness as a rule, geographic

concentration in “creative cities”,

exploitation of the workers’ cultural

knowledge, often much complex, by

the brand management.

What are the consequences?

McRobbie warns against the creation

of the “legend” of the cultural

effervescence linked to big brands. It

is not so difficult to guess a similar

ideological concept could end up

justifying the marketing machine for

its own sake (and not aimed to a real

innovation, which no doubt requires

to defy the rules). The English

researcher intelligently notices a

crystallization of the creativity

vocabulary, which it looks like it does

not have terms to describe the new

phenomena.

Yet paradoxically, these same factors

of crisis can turn into advantages. The

precariousness originated by mass

professionalism and easy accessibility

to digital means is a tendency which

can be seen under other perspectives,

as shown by the numerous

experiences illustrated by Niessen in

an exhaustive overview on “open”

design, revealing opportunities for

creative workers and companies that

use outsourcing by relying on lots of

potential collaborators.

New technologies do allow mass

creativity, but also production

personalization, reversing the

traditional concept of industrial

fabrication of “things”. It looks like the

Gordian knot lies in the dialectic

between cultural process and

branding control, professionals’

capability to make audience and

exploitation of creativity, “old

fashioned” industrial production and

fantastic digital “return to the future”

proposing again the mechanisms of

hand-crafted work.

What is going to happen in Milan? “In

three days, more than 2000 people

visited WeFab. We widen our network

and we got in touch with a new

public” states Zoe Romano at

Openwear, our second author

involved in WeFab and indefatigable

organizer of the project. “We would

like this experience to become a

permanent place.

They are talking so much about

reutilization in these days. About 200
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m2of spacewould be enough for us,

and Milan has plenty of it. We would

like a place where everyone working

in the creative field and without a job

could be free to discover new ways

and methods. There are so many

young people all around. After all,

instead of going for some shopping

they could go have fun here with us…”
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Sparkle Labs. The Sparkle Of Creation
Zoe Romano

When I need to solve a problem, of

one thing I’m sure about: it’s very

likely someone else found a solution 

before me and she might have left

some trails online.

And in any possible topic. Drom the

impossible code to disable the

answering machine from my mobile,

to the grannie’s recipe to cook

“focaccia”, going through the tricks to

solve Angry Birds‘ fifteenth levels, to

the step-by-step instructions to

extract human DNA explained by a

young scientist in a video on

YouTube(

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p

Em1e5wllVk).

Starting from this first casual and

accidental explorations, a more

complex and world unfolds, animated

by users and producers sharing their

knowledge online. Some days ago an

article on the “New York Times”

(

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/24

/business/24novel.html ) highlighted

the evolution of this phenomenon in

the last years. Web 2.0 tools allowed a

considerable step forward compared

to the simplistic pattern I-teach-y-

u-how-to.

Material and immaterial production,

and a community are creating a

virtuous triangulation that creates the

ground for an economic sustainability

of part of the scene. Interactive and

video tutorials, explaining how to

produce a particular object become

even more effective if placed side by

side to two other elements: a kit of

equipment, (usually not easily found)

and a community through which
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share your experiments and find help.

Dale Dougherty, editor of “Make

Magazine” (http://makezine.com/),

talks about the rise of a new era in

which the lonely tinkerer becomes a

social tinkerer sharing her ideas and

discoveries with a community where

everyone can learn and grow. Beside

selling the magazine and books, his

company created an online shop

http://www.makershed.com/ where

people can buy weird objects, stuff

and user-friendly kits that make it

easier to develop a community

allowing much more people to make

stuff.

In this scenario new actors are

embodying the sharing of knowledge

as a full time occupation and

thousands of new followers are

thrilled by interactive electronics. One

of these actors is worth highlighting is

called Sparkle Lab, a duo of designer

and teacher, Amy Parness e Ariel

Churi, based in New York City. Sparkel

Lab, born some years ago, is a special

mix of art, craft, science and cuteness

enabling the disclosure of the little

engineers hiding inside all of us. Pastel

colors, iced icons make us easily

forget we are dealing with circuits,

leds, electric threads and suddenly we

learn the basis of electronics.

Here’s the questions I asked to them:

Zoe Romano: On one side the

maker/DIY movement is expanding

and expressing a need to knowing

how things work. At the same time

the mainstream market is offering

objects more and more sealed and

not even mendable. Would you see it

as the beginning of a peaceful anti-

consumeristic revolution toward a

more open and sustainable culture?

Sparkle Lab: Yes, maybe one that may

never happen. It is a movement of

people wanting to be more skilled and

have specific things they can do

themselves like in the past. The

objects today are not good enough

and people are disenchanted with

their inflexibility and lack of

personalization. DIY gives people

control. Hopefully, the trend will

continue and people will gain skills to

create things locally.

Zoe Romano: Do you think open-
source hardware and software are
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going to fuel the DIY movement? Do

you make any use of it or are planning

to?

Sparkle Lab: L’open-source has

proven itself. Many large companies

are using OS software. Hopefully we

will see OS hardware get bigger as

more people begin creating at home.

OS allows people to move forward

very quickly and probably is the

natural order of things. The circuits in

our kit are very basic but we may get

into OS hardware in the future.

Zoe Romano: Latest statistics in Italy

say that having a university degree

doesn’t help anymore to find

employment as it used to be, and

often when you come out of a design

school the job being offered are not

lighting a spark. It looks like schools

and universities are often teaching

topics that lost the connections with

the transformations of the outside

world and the way modes of

production are evolving. In a way you

invented a job for yourself. How did u

come up to “invent” your job?

Sparkle Lab: Very slowly. We are

designers and teachers. We did not

come from an electronics background

but learned it in graduate school and

on our own. It seemed so hard when

we started and really in some ways

unapproachable. Schools these days

are overpriced causing people to self

train. If you decide to go the self

training route, you still need to have

some kind of mentoring – being active

in a hacker group or mentoring
organization

(

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mentorin

g). We thought it would be great to

make the entry into this kind of

exploration more friendly and create a

community which we are doing on

learn.sparklelabs.com.

Zoe Romano: In a recent IDSA

conference IDSA

(http://www.idsa.org/idsa-2010-conf

erence-diy-design) , the debate was

around what if the DIY resurgence

meant the end of industrial design

and a new meaning of “professional”.

did you follow the debate? In which

way you’d see DIY as a threat for

“professional designers”.

Sparkle Lab: It is in many ways a

threat to the status quo. This goes

back to question one- just as the

revolution is changing the industry,

the professionals will have to change
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as well. Professionals are threatened

and they need to become more like

DIYers. They can make hackable

expandable products. On the whole,

DIY will be good for the industry.

Zoe Romano: What are your plans for

the future?

Sparkle Lab: We will continue to do

educational projects and try to grow

with our customers as they gain new

skills. We have a series of expansion

packs for the Discover Electronics kit.

The kit has become part of an online

video class and we are working on

creating a bigger online community.

We have a series of really cool

interactive children’s toys that we are

trying to decide what to do with.

http://sparklelabs.com/
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Zul Mahmod. Singaporean Sound Art
Robin Peckham

One of the most high-profile of a

sound art scene in Singapore also

including figures like Yuen Chee Wai,

Zai Kuning, and George Chua, Zul

Mahmod sets his own sonic practice

apart by using techniques in sound to

explore the relationships between

media including drawing, sculpture,

and architecture.

His work is often concerned with

realigning and configuring the viewing

or listening experience, working with

the genre conventions of the gallery

or museum environment to create

new possibilities for critical reception.

Chosen to represent Singapore at the

national pavilion of the Venice

Biennale for a group exhibition in

2007, Zul presented there an

installation entitled 
Sonic Dome:

Empire of Thoughts
 that invited

visitors into a hemispherical space to

hear spatially constituted recordings

of Singapore and Venice inserted

within a composition framed by

sounds produced by the artist’s own

circuit bending DIY sonic machines.

Having come across his work on a

number of occasions, including Biljana

Ciric’s “Migration Addicts” exhibition

series in Shanghai, “Accelerated

Photon” at the Guan Shanyue Museum

in Shenzhen, and most recently at the

Hong Kong Arts Centre during a

residency there, I interviewed Zul

Mahmod to learn about how he sees

his practice in terms of the

relationship between sound and

space, particularly in the Singaporean

context.

Robin Peckham: Could you tell me
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first how you see the sound and new

media scenes in Singapore compared

to other places you’re traveled and

experienced?

Zul Mahmod: I feel the performance

side of the sound art scene has been

growing healthily over the last five

years, but installation and interactive

components remain slow compared

to other places I’ve travelled. In

Singapore, there are different

communities exploring sound art,

including theater and dance, music,

new media, and design, even if each

of these communities is represented

only by a handful.

Robin Peckham: Is there a sound

community? How do you position

yourself?

Zul Mahmod: I do see that it is

expanding now compared to 2005,

when I organized a sound art festival.

We are only a handful of artists.

Personally, I position myself on both

sides of sound art, performance and

installation. Coming from a

background in sculpture, I have begun

to incorporate sculptural and spatial

elements into my sound work.

Robin Peckham: Interesting. In your

work, how do you see the relationship

between performance and

installation, particularly in terms of the

different infrastructures–for instance,

the tour of music venues vs.

exhibitions in galleries and

institutions? What kind of themes and

issues crossover between these two

worlds in your work?

Zul Mahmod: In my work,

performance and installation are

related to one another and based on

shared concepts. It is a usually just

matter of presentation. In my

performance, I almost always create

new sound instruments from which

the sounds produced can be used

later in an installation format, or vice

versa. Installation is always more site-

specific, in that the audience can only

experience it in that particular space.

Using the same concepts, I try to

expand these possibilities into

performance.

Robin Peckham: I’m particularly

curious about how you fit in your

earlier drawing practice, which often

incorporates mixed media on paper in

certain interpretations of

appropriation and graphic design
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sensibilities. Do you see an evolution

there, or a direct correspondence

between drawing–the production of

line–and sound?

Zul Mahmod: Drawings have been a

big part of my work, from the

beginning until now. This is how my

thought process works before I start

on new projects: I always begin with

drawings followed by research and

development, and only then move on

to the final presentation.

Robin Peckham: This relationship with

drawing is interesting because of your

interest in activating architecture, as

with the Arena show you did at the

Substation a couple years ago, or
W.O.M.B. in the same venue, both of

which approached the distinction of

space-in-sound and space-for-sound

by using the building various as an

instrument and an audience. But

where architects would be interested

in constructing that space, you are

reading it, interpreting it, playing with

it. Is this your idea of site-specificity,

or is there another level of

architectural design at work here too?

Zul Mahmod: That is my idea of

working with site, but with “Arena” it

is also very much about giving the

space a new aural architecture. I

approach different spaces in different

ways: at various times it might

become about the physical space,

while at others I am more interested

in the historical background of the

space, the acoustics of the site, and

the social functionality of the place.

Robin Peckham: And, speaking of the

Substation, what has your affiliation

there been like?

Zul Mahmod: I am an associate artist

with the Substation, which basically

means they provide me with space,

administrative assistance, and

marketing.

Robin Peckham: Tell me also about

the DIY instruments you were using

during your residency performance at

the Hong Kong Arts Centre last year,

when I saw your work live for the first

time. You were using a laptop, pedals,

and then some objects you had

assembled–can you describe your

setup and what you wanted to do

with it?

Zul Mahmod: The instruments I built

consisted of a MIDI controller and two

sound sculptures that housed variable
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oscillators. I built them from scratch

during the time I was in Hong Kong.

The MIDI controller I used for

controlling Ableton Live, while I used

the two sound sculptures to provide

textures and layering for my

composition.

For the Hong Kong performance

specifically, I was interested in

exploring the ideas of a fantasy and

reality city. I recorded the sounds of

the city and played them back during

the performance, adding another

sonic layer. There was also live sound

from the actual performance space in

the Art Centre, which I picked up

using a microphone and also existing

sound without mic up. I wanted to use

all of these resources to create

different layers in an almost spatial

composition.

Robin Peckham: I saw your

 Dancing
with Frequencies

 when it was

installed in Shenzhen a couple years

ago, which forced viewers into a

matrix of responsive sensors that

controlled the sound environment.

Have you done stage collaborations as

well, with dance and such? In

mainland China stage productions are

considered very uncool in the sound

scene, but in Hong Kong there are

some, like Dickson Dee, doing

interesting things in that regard, so it

is not a failed territory. It seems like

the movement of the body could fit

well with your interests in interpreting

space.

Zul Mahmod: Yes, I have done several

stage collaborations with both theater

and dance productions before. For me

it is about exploring and expanding

further the use of sound art in

multiple different forms. I just did an

improvisation session with a couple of

dancers last week, for example, using

the basic idea from 

Dancing with
Frequencies

. It worked very well. The

dancers basically composed the

sound through their movements. I am

also thinking of expanding the project

further, where the dancers might

control not only the sound but also

the lights and servo motors.
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The Influencers 2011. Collective Dreams,
Contemporary Heroes

Barbara Sansone

In a world always more trapped in

media tangles, where conflicts are

silently solved and they adopt formats

making themselves less recognizable,

it is up to the artist, once again, to

shed light to what went on behind the

scenes, to give a wake-up call, to

inspire people to revolt and to claim

their rights.

In a scenario where disparities hide

behind new idols selling false illusions

and legitimizing the lie making it the

only way possible to find an identity

and a possibility of redemption, in a

scene where the economy of power

swallows up information and

entertainment turning them into

manipulation mechanisms, into parts

of the huge mechanism of an industry

to which the adjective “cultural” is

attributed, in order to sweeten the

pill, The Influencers festival, annual

appointment at the CCCB (Barcelona

Contemporary Culture Centre) now in

its seventh edition, is always a breath

of fresh air.

The efforts ofBani Brusadin and Eva

and Franco Mattes, directors of the

festival, were even more praiseworthy

this time, since the so-called crisis is

punishing mainly those fields which

are essential for the existence and

evolution of humankind, and those

are art and culture.

The seventh edition took place from

the 14th to the 16th of April;

organizers, hosts and the audience

love this festival because it is funny

and clever, subversive and collective,

it is an invitation for socialization and
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reflection. Telling what it is about may

seem rhetoric, since it is an event

which has been preserving an

impeccable coherence for years, and

since it is so well-renowned that it

attracts a very wide international

audience to Barcelona. Just in case

someone of our readers has not yet

been captured by its charm, it is

worth it to explain that is is about an

atypical and visionary event lasting

three days, during which debates with

unconventional artists are started up.

These artists are fighters for

communication, activists and

contemporary heroes, moving in

hybrid territories difficult to be

categorized, other than in laboratories

and parallel activities translating into

active interventions in public spaces.

The nature of openness which

characterizes The Influencers is

shown by its contents, but also by the

formal details: from the fact that is is

completely free, to the cancellation of

the distance between audience and

artists, who are very close to the

public, from where they talk, they do

not present themselves on a stage,

they blend in with participants during

urban actions. The festival has a

facebook page where fans and

readers can

interact(

http://www.facebook.com/The.Influ

encers.festival) and at the end of

every edition, the complete videos of

the conferences and activities are

posted on its web site

(http://www.theinfluencers.org/).

It is about a very flexible event also as

far as suggestions are concerned: it is

not like in other festivals where they

suggest a theme every year, The

Influencers welcomes any kind of

creative practice which is unusual,

radical and visionary; which suggests

the redemption of the meaning of

collectivity and freedom; which

communicates ideas and tells stories;

which analyzes the intersections

between culture, art, politics,

communication and social dimension,

between local and global, virtual and

real; which is at the same time

sensory and intellectual, recreational

and educational; which is most of all

far from staying a mere ideology, but

which becomes concrete in actions

aimed at unveiling inconvenient truths

and world deceptions. It may seem a

broad and fuzzy field, but thinking

about it more in depth, if all the

artistic and cultural production

encroached upon this territory, we

would probably live in a completely

different world.
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The most intense guest of The

Influencers 2011 was Waffaa Bilal

(http://wafaabilal.com/). Iraqi artist

living in New York, known mainly for

his performances, deeply political,

reflecting on the technological war

and on the physical and emotional

distance separating murderers from

their victims. The most used tool by

Wafaa in his artworks is his own body,

it undergoes tortures inflicted by

people through the Internet, like in

the case of Domestic Tension and of

Dog or Iraqui, or it is being altered by

eloquent tattoos (…and Counting) and

by surgical operations aimed at

implanting technological prosthesis

into his body (3rdi).

An action on self more ephemeral and

ironic, aimed at the omnipresence in

our lives of social fabrics, is the one by

the well-known Web 2.0 Suicide
Machine presented by Godan Savicic

(http://www.yugo.at/,

http://suicidemachine.org/): a

solution for the eternal existence to

which social fabrics force us, taking

over our data, not allowing us to

delete our accounts, but only to

suspend them, which is not the same

thing! And they take us away from the

real affections even if they promise to

improve our contacts with the people

in our lives. The demonstration of how

these tools are just the opposite to

freedom, are the legal consequences

suffered by Suicide Machine for

violating some clauses of the

Facebook contract.

The reflection on identity, and in

particular on the role of things and

people names, is the key to the work

byJanez Janša

(http://www.aksioma.org/jj/), one of

the three artists who since a couple of

years has embraced the slogan by the

ex Slovenian prime minister “The more

of us there are, the sooner we will

achieve our goal”: since it is very easy

to do it in Slovenia, they adopted his

name, turning their documents into

exhibition materials and watching the

effects of this act, which are

particularly evident in the mass

media.

The media is the main victim of the

actions by  Chris Atkins. Chris is the

scriptwriter and director of
Starsuckers

(http://www.starsuckersmovie.com/

), a 2009 controversial documentary

explaining how the media manipulate

and make profit out of innate human

instincts, which are now obsolete and
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they translate into the obsession with

fame. In the movie, Chris and his team

demonstrate what are the criteria on

the basis of which newspapers,

magazines and television decide to

publish news, inserting completely

made up stories into the main tabloids

of Great Britain.

Another guest of this year’s edition

was Cat Mazza

(http://www.microrevolt.org/), a

cyberfeminist artist working with

pixels and mainly with Knitting

needles to denounce workers

exploitation, and in particular the

exploitation of women, in factories.

Other than the representation of her

work, in collaboration with the Centro

de Cultivos Contemporáneos del

Barrio

(

http://opensourcepants.wordpress.co

m/) and Duduá

(http://duduadudua.blogspot.com/)

she taught a workshop to teach

participants how to create knit-graffiti

and organized a collective action

during which it was given the people

living in Poble Sec the opportunity to

let their voice be heard writing words

on the platforms and on the squares

of the district.

Public spaces are also Jeff Stark’s

(http://jeffstark.org/), favourite

settings, he is the author of

underground actions set in New York:

theatre pieces taking place in the

underground, interventions in the

streets, collective plays in unusual

urban spaces, improvised drive-in

with cars destined to demolition and

especially secret dinners in

abandoned picturesque places,

illegally squatted for the occasion.

During the festival, Jess organized a

secret dinner in Barcelona, with all the

numbers: elegant guests, many

performances and picnic.

Unfortunately the police catch them

just when they were about to irrupt

into the selected place and at the end

the dinner took place in a very less

evocative place.

If the hero is he who alone

accomplishes the feeds of many, he is

a brave man who puts himself in the

service of the common good

sacrificing himself and his own safety

and interests, there is no doubt that

the guests of the festival all fall into

this category. But The influencers 2011

also had among his guests, a real

superhero, with mask and mantel

Superbarrio
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(

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superba

rrio). Media and political Mexican

character who became famous after

the earthquake in 1985, he took a not

only symbolic but also very active

role: together with his organization

Asamblea de Barrios (assemble of the

districts) he gave voice to the citizens’

problems, he fought in favour of the

right to a house, he challenged

politicians and inspired popular

movements in all South America. To

conclude his introduction (the last

appointment of the festival), the

superhero gave away wrestling masks

to any guest and to the directors of

the festival.

This year it was also organized a

speedshow (http://speedshow.net/),

curated by Domenico Quaranta

(http://domenicoquaranta.com/

),ritic, curator and historic author of

Digicult, which took place in a

cybercafè in the Born district.

Speedshows are short open-source

exhibitions born from an idea by Aram

Bartholl, member of Free Art &

Technologies (http://fffff.at/), and

many editions took place, in Berlin,

Vienna, Amsterdam and New York.

The aim is to rent all the computers of

a cybercafè for a few hours and put

them at people’s disposal so that on

each of them it can be seen an

artwork by pop.net.art, term coined

by Aram himself which extends and

takes to contemporaneity the net.art

concept. It is about a social event,

aimed at taking art to a public space

non necessarily for this aim and for

sure in contrast with the aseptic

which characterizes exhibition spaces.

For this reason, using computers for

personal reasons, like checking email

messages, not only is not prohibited,

but it is an explicit invitation in the

description of the event. During the

speedshow in Barcelona, people

focused on the artworks with interest

and attention: probably, in the ADSL

era and in the era of wi-fi devises

always connected to the Net, it is

considered more important to take

advantage of an opportunity to surf

the endless and chaotic contents of

the Net in a filtered and guided way,

rather than scrounging a few minutes

of connection in an other than

intimate situation.

http://www.theinfluencers.org/
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http://www.facebook.com/The.Influ encers.festival
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The Roman Spring By Stalker. Wondering
Around With Lorenzo Romito

Elena Biserna

“Walking the streets is what links up

reading the map with living one’s life –

Rebecca Solnit writes in Wanderlust:
A History of Walking – the personal

microcosm with the public

macrocosm; it makes sense of the

maze all around.” [1]

In 1995 Lorenzo Romito s one of the

initiators of Stalker, an urban art lab, a

multidisciplinary collective subject

aimed at exploring the

transformations and urban changes.

[2]

If the vision of the contemporary city

can be traced back to the

rational/irrational and planned/not

planned dichotomy, Stalker sees the

urban space as a continuous change, a

flow, a place of disorientation and

restless circulation. Walking, in

Stalker‘s first actions, is meant as a

body and physical form of knowledge,

investment and re-appropriation of

those shapeless territories, of those

“interstitial and marginal areas,

abandoned or vacant urban spaces in

transformation” called “actual

territories”.

[3] A walking-based process of

mapping the city in which who walks

and the places he walks across,

determine and redefine in a

reciprocity relationship: if the

environment acts on the individual

who goes through it, the space in turn

is altered and created by the moving

body or, as De Certeau wrote: “steps

are a sort of space organization, they

constitute the nature of places [�]

They do not localize: they constitute

the space themselves”. [4]
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15 years have gone by and Romito

keeps on walking, but with many

more people now. Primavera Romana

is a project born in 2009 and is now in

its 3rd year. The project proposes a

series of itineraries in a broad

territory, starting from the suburban

area, located externally to t

This year “Primavera Romana” will

move even further inland, to the

towns and villages once separated

from the city, which are now part of it,

entering even more the Oltrecittà.

Routes are defined through google

maps within an open process of

sharing information, news, sources

and links posted on-line, to then

become concrete along the way in

forms of knowledge of the territory as

a consequence of the “immersion” in

situ, and also through readings, tales

and memories of who lives or lived in

the territories we walked through.

If the model for the first actions by

Stalker is the one of the situationist

derivè, now the concept of walking as

a form of resistance, as a relationship,

sharing and re-appropriation

modality, in a dimension more

explicitly collective, seems to prevail.

The phase started with Primavera
Romana evolves, as a matter of fact,

into a web of micro-actions whose

aim is the activation of processes of

social transformation, “from the

bottom up”.

“Le arance non cadono dal cielo”

(Oranges don’t fall from the sky) is a

project of nomadic agriculture

realized on the 9th of January, on the

day of the anniversary of the rebellion

in Rosarno and of the assault which

came after, to remember the

exploitation conditions in which

foreign workers live, in Italy.

It is a collective harvest of oranges

and citruses in the public gardens of

Rome, organized through a blog and

google maps, which lead to the

mapping of orange trees on the

territory and to the creation of self-

organized groups of people. The

oranges were then used to produce

juices, marmalades, candies, and

through the funds obtained, the

restoration of a public space in the

city of Rosarno is being planned, to be

then used as a social centre for

foreign workers.

The “Olio Pu.Ro” (public Oil of
Rome)was produced the same way.

Walking through spaces and
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becoming aware of their existence,

means also testifying the change they

are undergoing and rebuilding the lost

memories, slowing down that

collective process of forgetting and

annihilation of the territory (following

Paul Virilio) which is the result of the

speed of the contemporary

communications and transportations.

The projects starts from Acquedotto

felice in Rome and aims at creating a

spontaneous territorial museum

through a process of collection of

stories, memories and accounts.

These are concrete goals then, the will

of effectively affect the social fabric

through collective micro-

interventions restoring the

relationship between spaces and

people living in them, in order to turn

the city into a place of encounter and

creative cohabitation.

The aesthetic dimension of these

practices flows always more into the

political and social sphere: creating a

community, promoting processes of

spontaneous change and of

interaction among groups, auto-

organized forms of citizenship, of re-

appropriation of the territory and of

its memories. Practices directly

inscribing in the social fabric, without

institutional or aesthetic mediations.

Walking can then turn into marching (

a passage indicating a clear political

aim), like in the “Marcia per un Mondo

Nuovo” (March for a New World)

which ended in Sicily not long ago, to

claim public water, civil rights and

auto-determination of local

communities. [5] Or the long way of

Stalker with nomadic people can

reinvent itself in the denunciation of

the Piano Nomadi and in the support

to nomadic families which a few days

ago, during the Easter Period, after

being evacuated from Miralanza and

Cluniancensi street, took refugee in

the Basilica of San Paolo in Rome. [6]

If Situazionism is an explicit reference,

to Stalker, since the first experiences,

this passage seems to be drawing the

extreme consequences following Guy

Debord‘s path towards a practice

always more markedly political [7]and

Situazionism just like in the actions

and projects of Stalker, is always

about rewriting the urban space

identity “as the locus of a potential

reciprocity and community, the

crucial spatial stake of any project of

radical social transformation” [8]
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We talked about these developments

with Lorenzo Romito in Gorizia, during

a workshop at MAGIS International

Film Studies Spring School organized

by the University of Studies in Udine.

“Archive”, this year school’s theme,

was explored together with Romito, in

the dimension of urban mapping, of

informal memorial forms and auto-

organized forms and of the oral

history of places. What follows is part

of the confrontation which took place

during the three hours of this

meeting…

Lorenzo Romito: As Stalker, we

started walking in 1995 and we kept

on walking. Places change together

with the experiences of people going

through them, we are the ones to

produce the environment we live in:

this is the first and most important

discovery of our practice. The

modalities of living and experimenting

the spaces can change the way we

perceive them… Finding connections

and links between spaces which are

closed, far away or separated and

inserting them in an endless narration,

that spacial continuity which

nowadays we don’t live any more (we

are separated, we live at the same

time on the web, on the phone, on a

global scale…).

The simple and physical practice of

walking wants to restore a primary

relationship with the space on the

basis of this continuity we lost.

Walking through allow us to get back

possession of the spaces and to

perceive their change and it is a

central element of our work since

Stalker was born. Then the idea of

walking through evolved and

extended into the idea of going

through political, social, cultural and

linguistic boundaries [�]

Another key word in our job is

“cartography”, a subject representing

the landscape in the most objective

way possible, since always it is a

device of measurement and control of

the territory. We use the map as

narration, but also as collective work:

when we go for a walk within

Primavera Romana we do not decide

an itinerary a priori, but we have a

map of the area on google map and

we ask everyone to help us finding

interesting places… so people start

locating and suggesting places, they

add bookmarks, they link videos,

news, comments, information.
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The map starts filling up and after the

walk, it enriches itself with other

information, it constantly changes, it

becomes and index. These maps, in a

way, become the real time

representation of the becoming of

things. We use the map not as a

control or representation mean, but as

a co-evolutionary element. Maps are

in circular relationships with walking:

we create the map to walk and from

walking comes the map.

Elena Biserna: Coming back to the

term boundary, this word, in our

works, assumed diverse and

complementary identities: political

boundary between states (I think

about Transborderline, 2000), physical

boundary between city areas (like in

the project Meantime, Meanpace,
Meanculture in Miami, 2000), but also

“mental” boundary, all the differences

dividing ethnic groups living in the

same territory (I think, for example,

about the projects created in Campo
Boario with the Arat Association)… It

seems to me that in your works the

attempt is to turn the boundary into

an inhabited space, of

confrontation/meeting.

Lorenzo Romito: Yes, into a

recreational and experimental place

of coexistence. Giving space to the

boundaries and living this dimension:

we have created many works on this. I

think that for an architect the only

way of understanding the possibilities

of a space is to live in it and cohabit

with other people living in it,

providing new possibilities (not ideas,

but possibilities) and bringing out

naturally the need of a collective

process of cohabitation.

Elena Biserna: How did your way of

walking change and how important is

now the collective dimension of

walking?

Lorenzo Romito: One of the

differences is that in the first walks we

were experimenting ourselves and on

ourselves the possibilities of knowing,

representing and living those

undefined and uncertain spaces that

we call “actual territories”. Now

instead, we are trying to promote this

practice as social and collective

practice. Changing the way we

behave in order to change the society

we live in

Marco Mancuso: I ask myself, how did

the relationship with people taking
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part in your walks change? How did

the involvement and relationships

among participants during these 15

years of work change?

Lorenzo Romito: Today we consider

social aspects to be more important

than our practice. At the beginning

our research was aimed at

investigating the possibilities of

achieving knowledge through the

experience, now instead, it is the

sharing of an action, the participation

in the re-appropriation of spaces. It is

becoming almost a movement. We

have hundreds of people walking with

us and I think this is the most

interesting thing. We have urban

planners and architects who come

walk with us, but also simple citizens,

young and old people, artists,

nomadic people, students,

professors… I measure the significance

and success of our activities on the

basis of the diversity of the people

involved.

At times, people carry works of

literature with them and we read

them together, or they call friends

living in those places, who can tell us

stories on those places. The levels of

cooperation in the process of getting

to know our city: this is what changed.

At the beginning, even if we are a

collective of artists, we were taking

care of our work. Now the work itself

is a sharing practice. The idea is to put

people in action, in the exploration

and re-appropriation of their

environment, in social practices,

memoirs or in the creation of stories.

Promoting auto-organization starting

from the re-use of spaces and left

behind memories.

The participation of Stalker to the

Architecture Biennale in Venice, three

years ago, in 2008, represents this

moment of change in our way of

working. We had been working for

ages with the nomadic people

community and“Savorengo Ker” – an

experiment of “do it yourself” in the

Casilino 900 field – is one of the

results of this collaboration. Together

with nomadic people, we constructed

a wooden house as an alternative to

the container, demonstrating that, at

a lower price, you can obtain the

twofold result of giving a job and

building houses respecting Italian

standards.

We were in contact with Institutions

to start the project on a large scale,
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but then they set fire to the house and

we realized that there was no political

will to carry on with this process. This

incident also lead to our division: I

understood that I no longer had the

will to work with Institutions and with

the University. At the Biennale we

presented the house in the Italian

pavilion and we took place in the

Experimental Architecture exhibition,

curated by Emiliano Gandolfi, which

was aimed at investigating new

modalities of working with

architecture and imagining the future.

We asked all the visitors and

colleagues presented at the exhibition

to ask a question about the future of

architecture, while an oracle was

giving I Ching’s answers. I think the

time in which architects had the

possibility to create new images for

the future, is over now. We live in a

world full of future images, preventing

us from seeing the present. The only

possibility of looking at the future is

observing the change in our society.

We decided that our job, from that

moment on, would no longer be an

artistic job, that we would work to

promote the social change, following

the philosophy of the I Ching, through

the reading and cultivation of the

smallest traces of spontaneous

change.

Since then we started Primavera

Romana. I don’t know if this direction

is going to be successful, for sure it

was for us a very clear and conscious

change.

Elena Biserna: How do you relate to

the idea of movement? Some of the

works you talked about, like the

project Le arance non cadono dal
cielo, are also a modality of

commemoration, ephemeral and

collective monuments, fighting

against the traditional concept of

monument or maybe, they update it

in active modalities and with a precise

and concrete planning. I think about

some of your less recent works like
Egnatia…

Lorenzo Romito: Yes, this is what we

do, through a process of collection

and reconstruction of collective

memories and in a way they become

monuments. In our walks we try to

shape or make levels and layers of

memories and lost memories come

through and also to re-interpret them.

But not always these projects are

ephemeral. For example, we started

working on another project entitled Le
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voci dell’Acquedotto Felice, a

collection of memories created

through maps and blogs and

constructed by people who shared

their stories linked to the path which

stretches along the Acquedotto Felice

in Rome.

The idea is that the Aqueduct itself

can become a territorial museum

without any kind of infrastructure and

any change in the physical space. The

memories and accounts will be

collected through the web, will be

accessible in situ through mobile

phones connected to the network,

and at the same time, it will be

possible to access these data through

the internet thanks to a digital archive

with a map basis. The aim is to come

to the creation of the museum

without mediations, but through an

open and auto-organized process.

The project was born from an

experience of Primavera Romana in

2010, thanks to the meeting with Don

Roberto Sardelli and to the need to

remember the history of the sheds

that until a few years ago, were along

the arches of the Aqueduct, to testify

the right to a home. We decided to

create a not institutional memorial to

remember and pass on this story. So

we walked along the Aqueduct

reading the remaining traces of the

sheds along the way. Both the priest

and ex scholars � now adults- who

once lived in that place, got involved.

They told us their stories and we

carved them in stone…

But also the walk that in a few days

we are going to start in Sicily, is going

to follow the footsteps of a great

march which took place in 1967,

organized by Danilo Dolci and Lorenzo

Barbera (who is going to walk with us)

to which communities of Valle del

Belice participated. The march of 1967

was the result of a long and incredible

project to claim the construction of

barrages in Belice and set the farmers

free from the slavery of water, which

was not public.

Now, together with Sicilian

associations, we will walk this march

again for civil rights, against the

privatization of water and suggesting

the idea that these Sicilian villages,

which are now partially abandoned,

can be given back life hosting

refugees coming from Africa. We will

go through Sicily from nord to south,

for a week, starting from Menfi, to

come to Palermo and then Trappeto.

The Egnatia project, instead, started

from the extension to European level

of the work we were carrying out in

Rome at Foro Boario. The idea was to

create a monument dedicated to the

memory of people who were forced

to abandon their houses, to migrants,

collecting memories along this path

along the ancient Via Egnatia which

connected Rome and Istanbul, the
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longest road constructed at the time

of the Roman empire between The

East and The West. The idea was to

create agencies to collect memories

of refugee people and migrants… We

also created radio, tv programs, and

newspapers.

Elena Biserna: This is another

interesting aspect: the use of media

like blog or tv, to create relationships

within communities, like in Corviale.

Lorenzo Romito: Yes, in Corviale we

created a satellite tv with the help of

citizens. We do not have a privileged

language, to say so. This is another

matter related to boundaries. We try

to escape disciplinary boundaries: are

we artists, architects, activists?

Marco Mancuso: If I could criticize

your work a bit, on the use you make

of new technologies, internet mainly, I

would say that it seems to be more

focused on the memory and

documentation, rather than on the

idea of real time connection between

what is happening in the physical

space and what is happening on the

web. Social networks, for

example…During the last few months

we have seen what happened in

North Africa and what political impact

they can have. What happens in the

street can reach people who are at

home, it can be shared. It may be

interesting to work in this direction… It

may broaden both the number of

people involved in the projects and

the political and social potential of

what you do. .

Lorenzo Romito: In certain respects I

agree with you, but in others, in a

way, I fear the real-time of the

Internet because it may become a

substitute for real time. With the

maps we are partially going in this

direction, but it is a slower process

and it is just a support to a physical

activity. I am opened to this kind of

interaction but we are not a political

organization or a party, and I do not

believe that our aim is to collect

majorities.

We promote practices going through

the physical fact of doing something

together. We prefer doing something

together instead of talking about it or

make people talk about it. But, on the

other hand, I agree with you on the

fact that, in certain moments, we

need this very fast and immediate

possibility of being in contact with
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everyone.

Marco Mancuso: For example, in the

project in Sicily, your aim is to get

together a thousand people and a

way to reach this goal is to use Twitter

or other social networks: participants

may communicate what they are

doing and attract other people day by

day..

Lorenzo Romito: I agree, but on the

other hand, if a thousand people

come to walk with us, they would be

like “visitors” expecting something

from us. It would not be something

we do together, but something we

should do for them. I want to know

who gets involved, establish a

personal relationship. People come

because other people invite them or

tell them what we do and the

movement is growing this way, too.

Elena Biserna: Maybe what you are

trying to do is really a physical form of

acquiring knowledge and experience

(and that is the reason why your work

is so difficult to communicate and

document). Another aspect relating to

this is the importance of the account

in your work. The account seems to

prevail on the real-time

communication or the documentary,

as if the only way to express

contemporary transformations, those

transformations taking place in our

society but also in the space we are

living in, is witnessing them.

Lorenzo Romito: Exactly. I think the

way in which media communicate

makes everything immediately visible

but so easy to forget. For this reason

we try to get as many people as

possible involved, at experiential level,

through common experiences difficult

to forget. For us this is very important.

I like the idea that our work is shared

and spread but you should not forget

“popular”… I remember what Guy

Debord wrote in the first issue of

Internationale Situationniste about

Surrealism: “Surrealism gained

success and this is why it is dead

now”. We never worked on auto-

promotion and neither on post-

production.

I like the fact that different and far

away people spend some time with us

and come work with us. Hundreds of

people went through Stalker and now

there are film-makers, photographers,

architects, activists… but I am

frightened by the possible
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commoditization of Stalker’s activity.

Elena Biserna: Do you think change

can only happen through spread and

informal micro-actions rather than

through actions involving majorities?

Lorenzo Romito: Yes, I think mass

society is over and there is the need

to find other ways. I believe

reconstruction of the social

organization should come from small

communities and the consciences of

individuals and this network should

grow from the bottom up.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Maybe, in relation

to that, you can tell us about the

creation of economies�

Lorenzo Romito: Since 2008 we

stopped looking for political

contributions and we do not receive

them any more, that made us focus

more on the creation of economies

(the selling of Oil, oranges, for

example, we organized a catering of

nomadic food). We try to promote the

creation of a network among the

different realities on the territory (for

example groups of purchasing, the

nomadic community, social centres)

and finding economies is pivotal in

order to create projects and make

them last.

Even if at times the incomes are

ridiculous and limited, they contribute

to create an economy of solidarity and

cooperation, a network of exchange

of materials and ideas. In Rome there

are thousand of small self-organized

groups. Our walks helped creating this

Network, promoting and intensifying

the circulation and relationship

among these realities. A project lead

to another and by doing, a community

is created, a community always more

transversal because different people

are involved. This, to me, is a social

process: the social process we try to

start. I think the future can emerge

from these spontaneous practices.

http://primaveraromana.wordpress.c

om/

http://levocidellacquedottofelice.wor

dpress.com/about/

http://www.osservatorionomade.net

/tarkowsky/tarko.html

http://www.osservatorionomade.net

/
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http://stalkerpedia.wordpress.com/

Note:

[1]  –  Rebecca  Solnit,  Storia  del
camminare  (trad.  di:  Wanderlust.  A
History  of  Walking),  Mondadori,

Milano  2002,  pp.  200-201).

[2] – Impossibile, in questa sede,

ripercorrere nei dettagli il percorso del

collettivo Stalker e di Osservatorio

Nomade (rete di ricerca

interdisciplinare promossa da Stalker

nel 2002). Si veda, tra gli altri: Thierry

Davila, Marcher, Créer. Déplacements,
flâneries, dérives dans l’art de la fin du
XXe siècle, Regard, Paris 2002,

Flaminia Gennari Santori e Bartolomeo

Pietromarchi, Osservatorio Nomade.

Immaginare Corviale. Pratiche ed

estetiche per la città contemporanea,

Bruno Mondadori, Milano 2006 e i

cataloghi: Stalker, Attraverso i Territori
Attuali, Jean Michel Place, Paris 2000

e Stalker, Capc Musée s’Art

Contemporain, Bourdeau 2004,

accessibili alla pagina:

http://stalkerpedia.wordpress.com/6

06-2/

[3] – Manifesto. Stalker attraverso i

territori attuali,

http://digilander.libero.it/stalkerlab/t

arkowsky/manifesto/manifest.htm

[4] – Michel de Certeau, 

L’invenzione

del quotidiano

 (trad. di: 

L’invention du
quotidien. I Arts de faire

, Union

générale d’éditions, Paris 1980),

Edizioni Lavoro, Roma 2009, p. 150.

[5] –

http://siciliaperiperi.wordpress.com/

[6] – Durante i 3 giorni a sostegno dei

Rom sgomberati, le associazioni e i

movimenti che hanno partecipato

hanno montato alcune tende per

ospitare le famiglie a cui era stato

impedito di rientrare nella Basilica e,

nel giorno di Pasqua, hanno

organizzato un pranzo di solidarietà

aperto alla cittadinanza nel prato di

fronte a San Paolo.

[7] – Un percorso che culminò nel

ruolo giocato negli eventi e nei

movimenti che sfociarono, nel 68, nel

“maggio francese”.

[8] – Tom McDonough, 

Introduction

,

in Id. (a cura di), 

The Situationists and
the City

, Verso, London-New-York

2009, p. 3.
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Revealing Interstitial Spaces. Part 2
Eugenia Fratzeskou

This essay offers an investigation into

the notion of interstitial space and its

creative exploration in various site-

specific art practices as realised

mainly with the use of digital

technology. This is the second part of

this three-part essay.

Interstitiality in Site-specific Art

In the site-specific art of the

seventies, artists challenged the use

of gallery space, its functional and

institutional character, mainly through

modifying the built boundaries of the

site. As Miwon Kwon observes, “the

physical condition of [an]… exhibition

space remains the primary point of

departure…”. [1]

Certain artists expanded their

interventions into other kinds of sites,

as for instance, Gordon-Matta Clark‘s

work. The artist literally cut through

abandoned buildings. A characteristic

case of exterior and interior space

subversion can be seen in Michael

Asher‘s Untitled Installation (1970).

Through his architectural intervention,

Asher turned the usual rectangular

shape of gallery space into an

hourglass, distorting thus, the airflow,

sound, and light, while drastically

altering visitors’ access to the space[2]

Early types of site-specific art are

realised through a kind of enigmatic

oscillating reversal between

materiality and immateriality, reality

and illusion, James Turrell‘s work

consitutes a representative case of

in-situ intervention where light and

space play a dominant role. The artist

uses a combination of natural and

artificial light sources through a

simple mechanism of computer-
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controlled sensors. The apparatus is

hidden from spectators. [3]

In Turrell‘s works, spectators witness

unsettling reversals in how they

visually perceive space. Light appears

to be as palpable as an object, while

the built space appears to dissolve,

creating a sense of a changing

distortion of dimension and depth. In

works like Alta (pink) (1968), our

perception of light ‘oscillates’

between a sense of 2D triangular light

formation casted onto a corner, a

triangular 3D light box, a 3D object as

seen in a Virtual Environment, or even

a higher dimension solid, depending

on what distance and angle 
Alta

 is

viewed.

As Turrell puts it, light is “not exactly

illusion” and “although light exhibits

wave phenomena, nevertheless it is a

thing – it is optical material”. [4].

Consequently, Turrell uses the

ambivalent nature of light itself, as the

suitable medium for a kind of “space-

making”. This space-making is realised

through ‘involving and activating’ an

interstitial space in our visual

perception of physical reality that

Turrell identifies as follows: “The art

that I make covers this ground

between form and actually forming

space using Light� working the space

in between so that it limits or expands

the penetration of vision� light is the

content and the form”. [5]

In certain more ‘environmental’

artworks like Rayzor (1968), the artist

physically intervenes into the site by

constructing a partition wall in front of

the windows and using natural and

fluorescent light so that, as Craig

Adcock describes: “…rather than the

light “constructing” the space, the

actual architecture of the room was

modified to hold the light… the

separations between the perceptually

dissociated and the mentally

instantiated elements of the usual

experience are blurred”. [6]

In fact, there is a mutual interaction

between space and light in such

artworks. The actualities of built

architecture tend to be either,

modified or obscured by the

dominance of the subtle ambient

space that alters our perception of

reality. The fleeting and ever-

changing nature of time and light is

fore-grounded.

In HC Gilje’s Blink (2009),we

experience a different type of
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interstitiality through the use of in-

situ projections of abstract digital

visualisations. Having its roots in

Expanded Cinema, such kind of

audiovisual artwork is realised

through projecting animated digital

visualisation onto the walls and floor

of the gallery space. In this way, the

computer screen and its depth of field

are ‘opened up’ into room-sized

“abstract light paintings”, as defined

by the artist, which emerge through a

complementarity between projection

and reflection. These spatial

“paintings” challenge our sense of the

depth of vision through visual

perspectival interplays. [7]

As Mitchell Whitelaw

characteristically explains: “…data

flows become experienced events –

sounds and images – which in turn

inform new data flows, and so on”.

Consequently, the work operates

between the “functional illusion �

generality -”, and immateriality of

digital technology, and the specificity

and materiality of the actual site, so

that an “implicit inter-space” emerges.

[8]

A more engulfing and unsettling

experience of expanded visual space

is presented in Ian deGruchy’s

artworks that have their roots mainly

in theatre performance and ambient

environments. Digital projections are

carefully mapped onto the surfaces of

the gallery space. The projected

digital folds, ‘vortices’ and the

interplays of overlapping curved

planes cause a highly disorienting

non-Euclidean space to appear. In this

way, the borderlines between figure

and ground, object and subject are

blurred as, for instance, in Curved
Space Project (1998).

Suzie Attiwill describes, a “third

condition”, which is also defined as a

“middle space”, emerges because

“essential form becomes continuous

form as matter extends beyond the

frame” through the manipulation of

light, shadow and the visual extension

of architectural characteristics. At

certain times, the site appears to

‘melt’ and become very light and

immaterial. As Attiwill explains, “the

difference between representation

and presentation is a critical one in

the apprehension of continuous form

or extension”.i Indeed, instead of

representing space, such artworks are

‘made’ by space; the interstitiality of

such an expanded and excessive

space is “at work”.
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In the audiovisual installations by the

European label AntiVJ, interstitial

space is presented as a series of

dynamic immaterial ‘ruptures’. Large-

scale installations such as
Murcof+AntiVJ (2009) and 3Destruct

(2007) visually break the confines of

built architecture and autonomous

spatial ‘folds’, through the projection

of light onto invisible semi-

transparent screens arranged in

space. In this way, instead of being

limited to the perimeter of the built

space, the space between the built

surfaces of architecture is utilised. As

spectators walk through 3Destruct,

they become disoriented in such a

“non-linear universe”, the form of

which, oscillates rapidly between

weightless planar layerings and linear

mazes of changing colour, opacity

and density.

[10] In 
Murcof+AntiVJ

, a ‘rain’ of

shattered and colliding geometries,

rapidly contracted and expanded

spatialities, emerges through the

projection of digital visualisations

onto a similar type of screens. In both

audiovisual installations, space is

expanded through the interacting

layers of light and transparency.

Shattered, transmaterial and floating

mixed-reality spaces appear.

Uregulated and less coherent spatial

formations highlight the fleeting and

dynamically changing nature of such

intertitiality.

Spatially Augmented Reality and 3D

mapping systems offer the possibility

of creating subtle interventions into

built architecture. Artists likePablo

Valbuena devise projection systems

for drawing liminal spaces that

destabilise perception. Valbuena’s in-

situ diagramming is realisedthrough

mutually interacting processes of

input and output, creating an

interstitial spatiality. In artworks such

as Vanishing Points (2010), light is

used with utmost precision for

creating projected mappings of built

architecture onto its surfaces.

Architecture is extended, as ghost

“architectures” occupy the floor,

ceiling and the walls of the actual site.

Such diagrammatic interventions

create a “para-site”, that is, a ‘parallel’

reality that complements the actual

site in a way that is subtle and

challenges our perception. [11]

Pieter Van Bogaert offers a lucid

description of how those

interventions operate: “…. [the]

projection scans the space with laser

precision. But while scanning it, it

slowly starts redrawing the walls, the

windows, the skirting, the floor, and

the floorboards… these projections are

not dissimilar to…. injections of light

that make the space implode… an

incision… cuts deep into matter, one

that performs scans in depth”. [12]

Vanishing Points presents an

augmented space that hovers
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between diagram and actuality.

Building on Pieter Van Bogaert’s

description, the artwork combines the

solidity and stability of the actual site,

the simplicity of a map, the linearity of

a 3D digital drawing, the hypotheses

and potentiality of a plan. Mixed

perspectives add an extra dimension

of depth to the actual site. The

projected 3D diagram seems to reveal

a spatial dimension beyond the built

and visible perimeter of architecture,

through rendering built surfaces

transparent by mirroring their

actualities. Insterstitiality emerges

through an array of interplays, such

as, mapping and expanding, tracing

and scanning, projecting and injecting

light into built architecture.

Interstitiality may also emerge from

various intersections between built

architecture and virtual geometries.

One way of visualising such

intersections is to delineate them

through in-situ drawing processes. As

seen in Impingement series by Gary

Woodley. the artist delineates a kind

of spatial ‘collision’ between virtual

and actual topologies. Woodley uses

CAD/CAM technologies (with

architectural drawing software such

as Form-z) for manipulating the co-

ordinates of digital volumes, the

transformation of which includes

torus variations with Möbius twists,

elliptical sections, etc. Black lines

trace the areas where those ideal

virtual volumes cut through the

surfaces of the existing site. Those

lines are traced with crayon, flexible

tape or electro luminescent strips. [13]

In this way, the actualities and

virtualities of the site are

simultaneously visible, as the site is

neither darkened nor physically

modified. Spectators are surrounded

by those spatial drawings. A sense of

interstitiality emerges through the

tensions between the immateriality of

drawing and the solid planes of the

site; temporality and permanence; the

distribution of curved and rectangular

topologies; perspectival depth and

seemingly ‘floating’ 2D forms;

simplicity and complexity; ideal and

materialised forms. Despite the

simplicity of those linear drawings,

the Impingement series have a very

strong effect on our perception of the

actual site.

An expansion of interstitiality as

emerging from the intersections

between real and virtual spaces can

be seen in Carlo Bernardini‘s work.
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Spatial drawings are created with

light, for penetrating the boundaries

of space in order to reveal various

unsettling interrelations between

thought/hypothetical and actual

spaces. The artist uses optic fibres to

create environmental-scale

installations that do not only occupy

but also run through one or more

buildings and thus, they are not

confined by the built surfaces of those

sites.

The hidden apparatus and the

particular configurations of those

installations stun and puzzle

spectators. It is not possible to gain an

overall point of view of each

installation, as it ‘pierces’ through

various rooms, levels or even,

buildings. As we read in Bernardini‘s

writings, the artist uses light because

of its ambivalent nature: light belongs

to the physical world and at the same

time, it surpasses physical boundaries.

[14]

Most importantly, the complementary

nature between light and shadow is

explored for revealing what Bernardini

defines as imperceptible “obscure

zones”. [15] As Bernardini describes,

shadow adds another dimension to

matter and increases the perception

of physical reality, while it remains

untamed as “evasive and

uncontainable”. [16] For Bernardini,

the boundaries of architecture are

(re)defined through a dynamic

interaction of centrifugal and

centripetal ‘forces’ between the

perimeter and the contained void,

which affect both. The creation of

spatial light drawings is based on the

following rationale: “If the line

delimiting it apparently concentrates

both volume and void, it can itself

reverse those coordinates, the former

giving way to the latter and vice-

versa”. [17]

Artworks such asThe Light that
Generates Space (2009-2010) and

Spacial Code (2009) propose a kind of

inter-dimensionality. For a static

spectator, the light drawings appear

to be an alien 2D layer onto our

normal perspectival view of physical

reality. As the spectator moves, the

engulfing environmental scale of the

installations is emphasised more. They

appear to have no origin and to be of

higher dimensions. One of the most

challenging points of such

interventions is how the artist exploits

further the unresolved tensions

between real space and thought
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space. As Bernardini describes: “In the

inner tension between the two � real

space and thought space � one tends

to penetrate and permeate the other;

intercommunication between the two

brings about the environmental

transformation of perception”. [18]

In this way, interstitiality emerges in

Bernardini’s hyperstructural drawings

through such spatial reversals that

radically alter our perception of

physical reality, challenging the

established notions of architectonic

order and spatial experience. Them

most interesting aspect of those

installations is that they inspire

various metaphorical and poetic

analogies. They can be perceived as

linear tracings of various constellation

geometries intersecting with our

earthly constructions, or as

architectural diagrams of interstitial

atopian or utopian “leftovers”.
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Cae: The Spectre Of Plague. Biological Warfare,
Politics Of Fear

Loretta Borrelli

If we can affirm without hesitations

that the late twentieth century was

characterized by a great scientific and

media interest in molecular biology, at

the same time we can affirm that the

past decade has featured a political

debate focused on fears generated by

the employment of genetically-

modified organisms in the field of

biological warfare.

After 9/11 attacks, the American

Government has been a protagonist

of such debate taking advantage by

the exploitation of the general fear.

Critical Art Ensemble collective is the

artistic group that more than anyone

else has tried to put the public opinion

before the fears generated by

growing transgenic plants or phantom

biological disasters. The activists

taking part to the project did it

through both scientific instruments

(producing real objects embodying

those fears) and information offering

an alternative solution.

A few months ago, Lo spettro della
peste (Elèuthera, Milano, 2011) was

finally released in Italy (under Copyleft

Licences, to copy and freely spread

the contents of the book). It is the

translation of the historic Marching
Plague: Germ Warfare and Global
Public Health, published by CAE in

2007 for Autonomedia.

In this book, CAE members explain

how the Bush (and not only)

administration has used germ warfare

for economic purposes. The threat of

attacks with such bacteria-based

weapons, called weapons of mass
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distraction, is just propaganda

exploited to divert attention from the

real health emergency around the

world and justify the investment of

public funding in war industry. That’s a

new perverse way for military

economy to raise money without

control.

The collective clearly explains the

logic implied in this kind of behaviour:

“[�] due to a paranoid fantasy, a new

technology is conceived and

accomplished in order to protect

people from that very paranoid

fantasy [...] So, the industry of

“defence” has found a way to expand

endlessly � as long as military

deployments are able to conceive

new threats, the industry of “defence”

will keep on turning nightmare into

reality on their own account” (p. 76).

The medium allowing such economic

speculation is the growing fear of

something barely known that is not a

real threat. In the book, the Critical

Art Ensemble relates detailed

examples of disastrous research

experiments in the field of biological

warfare. They are historical events

that CAE has reproduced in some

performance/installation of Science-

Theatre. In such activities, people are

called to come in close contact with

biological issues through devices and

material normally used only in

research laboratories.

In Germ of Deception (2005)

installation, people can see the

documents of a biological research

carried out by a US military group

during the ’50s. Such research

included the release of Serratia

marcescens bacteria as a simulation

of a biological attack. Obviously, those

were harmless bacteria.

The U. S. Department of Defense

considered it as a successful test.

They neglected to mention that 100%

germ coverage does not translate into

100% infection rate which does not

translate into 100% mortality rate.

Anyway, Generous amounts of money

quickly were devoted to the research

over biological weapons, while in 1932

the Pentagon stated that funding

such tests would just be a waste of

money. That kind of weapons was

considered counter-productive,

unstable, and hardly successful.

In 2007, during the Target Deception
action, the members of Critical Art
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Ensemble repeated the experiment

releasing the bacteria in Leipzig,

Germany. Through such kind of

actions, called The Marching Plague

(2005-2007), in the Isel of Lewis and

Leipzig, the collective recreated a

bacterial attack releasing genetically

�modified bacteria in the environment

but without causing any danger to

local flora, fauna, and people.

Such an activity of counter-

information, aimed to destabilize the

political power and regain autonomy

and freedom of thought, caused a lot

of problems to CAE members.

Geneterra, a performance of theirs

that took place at the Washington

University in 2002, gave them great

concern. CAE was trying to draw

people near to the scientific process

the creation of new bacteria is based

on. People were given the chance to

apply such process just taking a blood

sample. After a brief training, the

partakers themselves could choose

whether to release or not the bacteria.

Notwithstanding such bacteria die in

the air, the University biological

safety committee forbade the release

due to the possibility of infection

spreading. This demonstrates that

unjustified fears stem from scarce

knowledge about biological

processes. The partakers had the

chance to face the complex issues

linked to biotechnologies in order to

discover what is right or wrong.

For CAE members the difficulty to

work on issues that hit raw nerves of

public opinion and enlarge the

distance between science and media

became increasingly real previously to

The Marching Plague, when many

actions were taken against some of

CAE members.

On May 1st, 2004, Hope Kurtz, a

member of CAE, died at home for a

heart attack. The police, called the FBI

alarmed by the presence in his home

of biotech material displayed in

museums and galleries all over Europe

and North America . The day after,

Steve Kurtz, another CAE member,

was arrested and illegally imprisoned

for 22 hours. He was accused of

bioterrorism by the FBI and the anti-

terrorism Task Force. Steve Kurtz and

Robert Ferrel, a CAE collaborator,

have been defending from the

allegation of tax fraud for four years.

They have been acquitted from every

charge, but such litigation slowed
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down CAE’s activity and the release of

the book by Autonomedia in 2006.

Nonetheless, CAE members keep

working with the strong

convincement that more complex

issues exist in the field of research

that can only be unveiled by a

challenging biology. Fear and lack of

information do not allow awareness. It

is crucial to eradicate such fears

through a new kind of information

free from the bindings proper of a

specialized knowledge. The US

collective itself affirms to have no

proof about where such kind of

protest can lead to. Anyway, the only

way to avoid the others to make

decisions for us is being critical.

That’s the reason why people have not

to expect striking solutions from this

kind of book. The book does not try to

find an answer to the planet’s great

health emergency. People can

appreciate the critical analysis on the

authoritarian-capitalistic system that

only obeys to principles like

effectiveness, usefulness, and

practicality. The same system that is

blind before the waste of resources in

military research killing millions of

people dying around the world.

http://www.critical-art.net/

http://www.eleuthera.it/scheda_libr

o.php?idlib=216
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Notes On Online Middle East. The Infinite
Potential Of The Masses

Mitra Azar

Middle East is burning. Syria is only

one of the last pieces of this domino

gone mad, which exploded

unpredictably from the

inextinguishable flames of Tunisian

and Egyptian revolutions, both

capable of overthrowing the existing

regimes and reaffirming some old

principles: the infinite potential of

masses and the visceral political

unmanageability of peoples,

completely opposite in direction to

the authorities’ mechanical violence

which, in fact, the more it wears out,

the faster it actualizes itself. (cf. G.

Agamben, Means Without End: Notes
on Politics,1996).

Though I cannot analyze in detail each

of the rioting countries in the Middle

East, I would suggest some quick

reflections about how and how much

the net is playing a key role in creating

political dissent and giving birth to
cultural movements that are

challenging the survival of some of

the toughest political regimes of our

times.

It is yet not possible, though, to

express an exhaustive opinion about

the kind of approach that Middle East

peoples are using in regard to the

Internet. Nevertheless, these peoples

are showing an unexpected and

unprecedented awareness in using

the net, and it is worth considering

that, unlike Western countries, these

young countries cannot still take the

access to the Net for granted: both for

political (censoring of many Internet

platforms) and technological-

geographical reasons (huge desert

areas, poor infrastructures, low-fi).

And yet, none of these factors seem

to stop their curiosity, anonymously

satisfied through daily updated

proxies and a phone word-of-mouth,

reaching even the most distant places

and those less exposed to the net’s

information flow.
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Let’s not forget, for instance, that Iran

is the third country in the World for

number of bloggers, after the USA

and China. Moreover, the first

movement to ever deal massively

with the net in the Middle East

originated in Iran, creating the so-

called Green Revolution that followed

the contested presidential elections of

2009.

The way the Net has become an

important tool of a society self

coordination, planning of events and

meetings among activists, as much as

of outside communication, unfolding

events by overcoming the censoring

of traditional media.

In 2009, I was in Teheran, and it

seemed to me that the use of the net

was mostly aimed at the outside. SMS

and word-of-mouth for in loco
organization, the Internet seen as a

sort of reversed funnel where to

throw every small bit of information

in, and defuse the anechoic chamber

the regime was trying to lock people

in. In the meantime, the echoes of

deep linking and blogging were

revealing to lazy TV lovers the Veil of

Maya on the violent repression of the

Iranian Green Movement. Meanwhile,

the group hacker anonymous was

supporting the revolt.

Now as then, ruling regimes affirm

that reformist revolts are somehow

guided by Western countries.

Avoiding the debate on ghost

cablegrams, this statement rings

somewhat true, though. While, on the

one hand, the net is undoubtedly the

tool through which a certain Middle

East culture looks for spaces to

emerge, on the other, the net is also

the place through which Western

popular culture virally filtrates,

reaching even those countries that are

institutionally trying to refuse it.

Then, in this sense, some of the

requests by young Middle East

peoples have possibly something to

do with the absorption of Western

culture through the Net. What can we

say about the video of the Iranian girl

dancing to the rhythm of techno-pop

music in front of her webcam,
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probably imitating what she saw

doing by a Western same-age peer?

We are likely to perceive it, and

maybe she feels the same, as a more

or less conscious act of protest

against a regime, oppressing her

country and her private sphere.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J

FZWV4teWcE&feature=related

What can we further say, about the

life-style of young people living in

Iranian metropolis, or alcohol use, or

the dress style, the illegal film

screenings, the concerts in

unauthorized rehearsal studios, and

the prohibited literary readings?

Maybe, in Iran, the split between a

public space where Islamic laws are in

force, and a private one where

satellite TV and the Net have the

upper hand, is the socio-political

element allowing to include Western

culture within Tehran urban tissue

and, at the same time, to exclude it at

will.

How much do girls’ dances in front of

their webcams or mobile phones

exceed the limits of private space to

become a basic need for

appropriation of a public, albeit

virtual, space, thus immediately

assuming a political value? In that

action, there is probably the same

need for self-affirmation that we

would retrieve in a similar

performance by any other girl from a

Western democracy, yet the feeling is

that the same behaviors transferred to

a place like Iran go well beyond the

individual sphere of the self, though

not denying it, to become part of a

collective discourse of a greater

political significance.

Maybe, those seemingly nihilistic acts

of protest that we saw in the West,

become in Iran affirmative marks of

those who act knowing by intuition

that what they are doing is an action

to be shared with others, a step

forward a social transformation and a

possible alternative political order.

The diffusion of new media and their

ability to be integrated and mutually

crossbred are indeed playing a key

role in the formation of new socio-

political scenarios. I will not support

the argument for the liberating power

of technologies, but I can see in them

a potential tool for the creation of

new different forms of political and

social participation, even from the by

now obsolete Western version of

democracy, inevitably taken as an

albeit implicit model by Middle East
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revolutions.

The theme of intra-/intermediality is

maybe one of the most interesting

from this point of view, especially in

that it investigates the relationship

between mass media and one-to-one

media. No doubt Marshall McLuhan’s

reflection on how and how much old

media react and adapt to the new

ones can still provide an interesting

input (cf. M. McLuhan, Understanding
Media: The Extensions of Man, 1964).

If, on the one hand, citizen journalism

creates problems in terms of abuse of

the cognitariat, on the other, citizens’

direct participation in the creation of

information turns the passive

perception of TV into a bomb ready to

explode to the viewers’ comments

and to real-time information,

launched on the web by its users’

interaction. In this sense, the work by

Al Jazeera has been exemplary and, in

these very days, the mass mediatic

diffusion of posts and twitters coming

from Syria seems the best way to

keep ourselves informed on the

current situation in Daraa, where the

attempts at repression by the regime

of Bashar al-Assad are increasingly

violent.

http://blogs.aljazeera.net/live/middl

e-east/syria-live-blog-april-26

Yet, what are the ways through which

mass media inevitably filter the large

amount of information available on

the Net? This is yet to be explained:

how the different media, according to

their political tendencies, handled the

diffusion of the cablegrams shared by

Wikileaks is a glaring example of it.

However, Syrian counter-information

runs independently through the

largest online platforms:

Facebook:

http://www.facebook.com/SyrianDa

yOfRage,

http://www.facebook.com/Syrian.Re

volution

Youtube:

http://www.youtube.com/user/Day

OfRageTV

Twitter:

http://twitter.com/#!/RevolutionSyri

a)

It is also easy to find news and

information on the revolutions in

Tunisia:

http://twitter.com/#!/FreeTunisia
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Egypt:

http://twitter.com/#!/Sandmonkey

Yemen:

http://twitter.com/#!/yemen_updat

es

On the other hand, it is also important

to remember that the mass media

mythologem claims the Egyptian

revolt started from a Facebook post,

feeding a sort of “logistic hypothesis”

in this sense, and with it the illusion of

a well-spread diffusion of the Net in

the country. Yet, once again, the

essential element seems to be the

hybridization of all media, and the

creative and collaborative use these

peoples are making of them.

Nonetheless, other elements such as

urban scale factor in the Egyptian

case are not to be underestimated.

Tahrir Square, a strong symbol from

which the protest virtually never

moved, has indeed allowed a sort of

spontaneous coordination that soon

stopped relying on the net. As a

matter of fact, from a certain point

onward the exchange of information

through the most popular social

networks has beenmostly deemed

dangerous.

http://www.repubblica.it/esteri/2011

/01/29/foto/il_manuale_della_rivolta

_egiziano-

11813576/1/index.html?ref=search

The Arab-Middle-East Spring seems

to remind us the potential that new

communication media provide to the

modern 

global village

, and

metaphorically reveals the work of

thousands of Western hacktivists who

struggle to make the net a place for

the freedom of expression of a

collective intelligence 

able to have a

both creative and original political

influence, by waking us up from the

prolonged torpor into which the

democratic system seems to passively

fall without even noting. Western

representative democracy is too slow,

either for the new temporal

dimensions that new technologies

force us to live in, and for the desire of

a different decision-making political

process by an increasingly substantial

part of young Western citizens.
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Josephine Bosma: Nettitudes. Let’s Talk Net Art
Lucrezia Cippitelli

Nettitudes. Let’s talk Net Art

byJosephine Bosma is the latest book

published by Studies in Network
Cultures series, directed by Geert

Lovink for Nai Publishers in

Rotterdam.

Taking into consideration the high

amount of works published about Net

Art since the first half of the nineties,

there would not be the need of

another book on the matter, as stated

by Florian Cramer in his introduction

to 
Net Art Back to Square One

. Yet

this book by Josephine Bosma is an

intense, passionate and deep work. It

comes from two decades of militancy

and active participation, along with an

accurate study of sources, critical

texts and online and offline material

about the matter.

The fact that 
Nettitudes

 is the latest

book on net art after a long series is

not accidental. As if it comes to the

peak of an analysis trail already begun

years ago. Nettitudes reflects the

active observation of his authoress,

the participation to debates and

events, the critical comments through

the same channel that fed net art in all

these years: mailinglists that started

from Nettime and Rhizome most of

all. But also texts for online

magazines, exhibition catalogues and

so on.

A participative observation of the

context, a sort of thompsonian Gonzo
Journalism, where Bosma plunged in

for two decades, maybe did not make

her a Hell’s Angel or a famous novelist,

but anyway she managed to publish a

true master-piece, the icon of a

passionate reflection..

The most important thing of this book
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is maybe the deeply documented and

clear vision, capable of describing

from the inside and from the outside a

cultural movement characterizing the

artistic production of the past twenty

years.

During an e-mail conversation, the

authoress told me how positively they

thought of her work. Josephine has

presented it last 14th of April 2011 at

De Balie in Amsterdam, gaining a

large audience among the spectators

but at the same time receiving some

critics for its high difficulty of lecture,

due to the strictly insider and critical

vision of her.

The objection is appropriate though:

Bosma does not focus on the cultural

references Net Art has been part of

and took inspiration from for its

development, or, in other words, the

context of digital cultures in which

Net Art developed in the Nineties. The

authoress works on more levels,

considering all the critic and artistic

literature appreciating and criticizing

contemporary art in the last decades.

Her goal is to offer exhaustive yet

sometimes difficult to understand

definitions of the arts developed by a

creative use of digital media.

Josephine makes references to

authors and curators such as the

British Julian Stallabrass and most of

all Rosalind Krauss and Nicole

Bourriaud, that invented respectively

terms like Postmedia and Relational
Aesthetics. The debate, often

superficial and hostile to art critics has

in fact created half truths and

controversy, discussed in Bosma’s

work. “I have become convinced of

the necessity of art criticism that

specifically focuses on art and

technology as a direct reaction to

Bourriaud’s work and his open

hostility towards media art at public

appearances. This is essentially why,

despite a strong desire just to use the

term ‘art’, I keep using the term ‘net

art” (p.27).

The book begins with a theoretical

and complex chapter listing all the

critical position on the matter: Let’s
talk Net Art. A declaration of intents,

as said in the aforementioned

quotation, speaking to a public of

insiders and non-insiders most of all,

as the authoress herself affirms,

delineating the borders of a slippery

path, difficult to explore, whose

definition has always been open wide

to declaration of intents and

controversy.
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The Net Art Bosma refers to, is

anything but medium specific, or

based on the discussion of aesthetics

of works created on the web. It is

rather a practice developed in the

Internet cultures area, which has not

necessarily something to do with the

creation of a web page or an online

archive, but on the contrary it deals

with production procedures,

fundamental for Internet to exist.

The word Net composing the whole

term is sociological and technological

at the same time: the network is no

doubt internet’s, but it is referred to

social networks as well. That is why,

according to Bosma, one must escape

the aesthetic determinism deep-

rooted into media, technical or

technological emphasis. Indeed the

technological aspect draws up Net Art

to Media Art, or the artistic

productions that exploit the

experimentation of digital media, but

extracting it from a determined

sociological context in which it

developed. Internet is simultaneously

a technological and cultural factor, a

productive and connective tool.

Therefore, the Net Art here defined

seems to be a form of artistic

production, based on the connective,

collective and sharable possibilities

Internet offers.

Being Internet just a tool, which could

be replaced by other forms of
Networking with the future

developments of telecommunication

systems, Bosma puts the stress on

another point: Net Art cannot be

defined as Internet Art.

Should Internet be overcome or

replaced in the future, the attitude of

Net Art would remain the same.

In my opinion, the choice of the term

“attitude” is not accidental at all:

hacking as attitude has been the key

word for even 12 editions of

Hackmeeting in Italy. This is not about

playing with technology. This is not

about technique fetishism. This is

about having a critical attitude

towards each social model and

context.

I think it is useful to remember this

meaning is somehow familiar with the

Italian cultural context, while it is

almost unknown to the Anglo-Saxon

culture where a great part of Net Art

critical literature has developed.

The Italian net culture, whose

exportation is little due to the almost

exclusive usage of a non-global
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language like Italian, is deep-rooted in

the politic, community and critical

DNA of post WWII cultural vanguards.

I am talking about every social and

countercultural movement from the

Sixties on, the ones described by

Primo Moroni and Nanni Balestrini in

the famous L’Orda d’oro. In the

different contexts in which Net Art

developed, this militant and political

meaning is an aspect not to be

underestimated.

From Bbs to projects like ECN-Isole

nella rete, Kyuzz, Inventati/Autistici,

Radio Gap, Indymedia Italia, NGV-

New Global Vision, just to list only

some of the communities that

between the half of the 90s and the

half of 2000s characterized the

country’s counterculture, the Italian

cultural vanguard which developed

hand in hand with 

Net Culture

 can

somehow be assimilated to what

Bosma defines as 

Net Art

.

Cultural production ways that use

Internet as a tool for gathering, filing

and distributing sense. Operative

ways implying collaboration,

cooperation, sharing of contents and

procedures due to their very nature .

In other words this is the same matter

Deseriis-Marano discuss about in their

book 

Net Art – L’arte della
connessione,

 2003.
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Transmedia. Postgraduate In Arts, Media and
Design

Silvia Bertolotti

The New Media Art Education &

Research field, is one of the most

dynamic and controversial fields of

study and professional confrontation,

at an international level, of the last

few years. The possible relapse on a

new generation of artists and

designers, of a certain kind of

theoretical, historical and critical

teaching, to be possibly integrated

with a more technical, instrumental

and operational aspect, on the

application of digital technologies

(software and hardware) in a creative

field, is the topic of many meeting.

A cultural and popular tool like

Digicult, has always played a central

role in this process: many of its

contents represent a very reach

source of critical information for

students, researchers, artists and

people . We should not forget that a

high percentage of Digicult

collaborators and members of the

Network itself, have a direct

experience in academic and university

teaching. For this reasons, our

magazine has always tried to enhance

the activities carried out by specific

Institutes, academies, universities,

independent educational contexts in

Italy and in Europe, meeting them,

trying to understand their specificities

and often comparing one to the other,

mapping the education proposals and

the quality of the programs proposed.

For this issue of Digicult we met

Steven Devleminck and Boris

Debackere, respectively Director and

member of the internal Staff of

Transmedia – Postgraduate Program

in Arts + Media + Design, a two-year,

full-time course, housed in Brussels,

the heart of Europe in a geographic,

political and cultural sense.
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Transmedia is a school born in 1999

and it has grown within the Sint-

Lukas Brussels University College of

Art and Design, Institute which has

been dealing with photography,

design, movie animations, visual arts

in general, for more than a century. At

the beginning it was a small Media

Atelier within the school, then

Transmedia gradually turned itself

into an autonomous Institute of

research on the use of digital

technologies on contemporary art and

design, placing the artistic practice at

the core of its activities, within an

educational context. Recently, the

project turned into a real international

postgraduate program, consisting of

two years and focusing on: Research,

Media and Production.

The difference between Transmedia

and many other educational programs

in Europe (we don’t want to say

anything about Italy), is the

importance given to research: and by

research I mean also in-house

research, students themselves

become part of the Transmedia team,

developing new artistic and research

projects, new contacts and

collaborations, according to their

interests and paths. They create a sort

of community with the students,

where they try to go beyond teaching

in its strict meaning, meant as a

transmission of contents. This way

they grow up within an artistic

community and they develop their

own skills during their educational

path, getting in contact with people

and producing contents themselves.

A constant and direct contact with

critics, curators, artists and

professionals working in the field,

coming from Europe and invited to

Transmedia classrooms every year,

constitutes an absolutely unique

moment of confrontation, incentive,

and consciousness raising of the

students towards a very complex,

many-sided and difficult to analyse

professional universe, for those who

face this kind of studies for the first

time.

So Transmedia is one of the most

interesting realities in the New Media

Art Education field in Europe. A very

independent institute which

welcomes not more than 20-25

students every year, run by

competent people who have a rich

background of years spent in contact

with the research field, the artistic

production and the festival field.
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Professionally and humanely inserted

in an international circuit, which they

take lifeblood from and which they

compare to, avoiding any sort of

localisms, narrow-mindedness or

political influence. To know more

about I leave the details to Steven

Devlemink and Boris Debackere.

Silvia Bertolotti: What is the Aim of

your program?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:

What we offer is a “complete

package” that combines a concrete

artistic practice with high-quality

academic teaching and research. We

can achieve this thanks to the

presence of several internationally

recognized researchers, professionals

and artists. Our goal is twofold: on the

one hand we provide the basis for a

high-level academic research and on

the other hand we are promoting the

production of a professional and

successful artistic practice.

Silvia Bertolotti: How is the

Transmedia Program structured?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:

The program consists of a first year

during which we provide all the

theoretical and educational inputs

and a second year focusing on the

student’s artistic production. The

works of the students are later

presented during exhibitions or

events held by private galleries or art

centers. Given the priority that we

grant to the quality of research, we

soon realized that a one-year program

would not have been enough to

completely achieve the aim of our

education. That is why we opted for a

two-year program.

Silvia Bertolotti: What is your mission?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:

Our mission is to train students /

researchers / artists with the highest

professionalism. What we want is that

our students are trained in the

research field as well as in “real-life”

artistic production. The type of

education and training we provide is

intended to give all the necessary

tools to successfully enter the

professional world of Media Arts, no

matter if it will lead to academic

research or to artistic practice. This

becomes possible thanks to the

network of collaborations that

Transmedia has with various institutes

and arts centers; both locally and
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internationally.

Silvia Bertolotti: Speaking of

collaborations, what are the

relationships you have with other

players, like art centres and institutes,

schools and festivals?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:

We said earlier that one of the

purposes of Transmedia is to be a

flexible program, whose focus is still

the high-quality training of our

students. For this reason you need to

network, to create partnerships, to

“build bridges,” not only locally (in the

city of Brussels in our case, where we

still have many projects and activities)

or on a national level, but above all

internationally. With some of these

partners we have long term

agreements, in other cases we simply

work in partnerships on projects that

can run for one or two years.

Silvia Bertolotti: What are the specific

learning and educational tools you

provide and the key points of your

teaching program?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:

As we said the Transmedia program

consists of two years, a first year of

(theoretical) inputs and a second year

of (practical) output to be provided by

the student. Three are the main points

of the educational program of the first

year:

Transmedia Studies  (theory and●

philosophy of media and

contemporary digital arts, an

historical but mainly theoretical

background)

Research Studies (a first part is●

devoted to academic research itself

and a second part is dedicated to

the production and the development

of an individual artistic practice)

Individual Practice Studies●

(individual presentations, tutoring,

monitoring)

These three parts are linked and they

form  a  continuous  and  organic

process. One of our educational tools

is  then  an  internal  website,  a  sort

communication  platform,  on  which

s t u d e n t s  w o r k  d i r e c t l y  a n d

interactively with reports, fact sheets,

material,  feedback  on  the  teachers,

seminars  and  workshops  attended

etc). At the end of the program every

student will realize a research dossier

together with the creation of the work

itself.
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Silvia Bertolotti: What is your

students’ profile and background?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:

Our students have many different

backgrounds: they mainly studied

visual arts, but also design,

architecture, music, and there are

students with philosophical,

economic or sociological

backgrounds. In any case, the main

criterion for admission is that each

student must hold a degree in his

specific domain..

Silvia Bertolotti: What is your

approach in the continuously evolving

and changing context of the Digital

Arts?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:

The main goal for our students and

artists is to be able to bring their work

into the public sphere, in terms of

public but also of professional

context. After providing the

theoretical and educational basis and

giving them access to an extended

and consolidated network of artists

and arts dealers, the greatest

challenge and ultimate goal remains

the production of the work by the

student.

This is essential and we continue to

emphasize that production is directly

linked to an artistic content, rather

than to the availability of technical

means or funds. During the two years

of the program we provide a constant

monitoring of the work in terms of

quality, evaluation and development

as well as training tools and support.

The student needs, however, to

complete his work and introduce it

himself in the artistic community.

Silvia Bertolotti: In a more generic

critical perspective, what is your

opinion, as privileged observers,

concerning the current situation of

the New Media and Digital Arts in

Europe?

Steven Devlemink & Boris Debackere:
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The main element characterizing this

artistic domain is the “fluidity” in

terms of evolution, and change, which

are by definition the key points of this

specific field. The name Transmedia

refers to this idea of “passing through

and beyond” a certain environment,

one or more technologies, a certain

definition or a specific media. It is also

difficult to define what is new and

what’s not in this context.

Digital arts by definition belong to a

state of transition and this will be their

situation also in the future. In this

sense the word ” Transmedia ” truly

helps to define this constant stream

of content and technologies. The

vision of Transmedia is once more

critical, philosophical and based on a

theoretical approach that still includes

the artistic practice, as its final result,

keeping quality as a value,

development and educational criteria.

http://transmedians.be/projects_ne

w/

http://www.sintlukas.be/cms/
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Manuel Lima. Mapping The Information Space
Pasquale Napolitano

In the contemporary media scenario

always more information is produced,

managed and shared through digital

channels, with the consequent

production of a huge quantity of data

which end up piling up and stratifying

in the enormous container which is

the Net. To trace tracks, outlines

allowing to enhance � in between art

and science – trends, connections or

configurations within this digital

chaos, is today one of the main aims

of Information Visualization, and that

of Manuel Lima � interaction designer,

architect and researcher – is one of

the most authoritative voices in the

present-day research scenario on this

theme. Member of the Royal Society

of Arts, he was named by Creativity

Magazine “among the 50 most

influential and creative minds of

2009″.

He now is a User Experience Senior
Designer at Microsoft Bing. Since a

few years now, the name of Lima has

been acquiring always more fame in

the data-art and new media art

environments, thanks to the fact that

he is the founder of

VisualComplexity.com, a reference

container-website as far as complex

data visualization is concerned. One of

the aims of the project, developed

during the second year of the MFA

program at Parson School of Design in

New York, is to offer a tool for critical

analysis of different visualization

methods in different disciplinary fields

and research areas such as social

networks, biology, economy, human

sciences etc… A project which

throughout the years has imposed

itself as state of the art on the topic.

Its main characteristic is to explore

with an analytical approach different

methods of visualization, comparing

different disciplines and giving an

evolutionary prospective in terms of

techniques and aesthetics. “Some

projects are static, like graphics,

diagrams, conceptual maps and

network visualizations, others are

highly interactive, complex

algorithms, others are simply hand
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drawn or created through drawing

softwares”, but just like Lima himself

claims, all the projects have a

characteristic in common: “The whole

is always greater than the sum of its

parts”.

On this colossal project Manuel Lima

recently based an interesting book

entitled “Visual Complexity – Mapping

Patterns of Information”

(

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc

/book/), in which he preserves the

usual comparative point of view,

starting from the experiences of the

website to stretch them in a both

diachronic and synchronical point of

view. The attempt of pointing out

through this publication gives us the

cue to analyse his work and thoughts

from that analytical point of view he

owns.

Pasquale Napolitano: After years of

study, testing and implementing

Information Visualizazion, and all its

branches, it still seems not to have a

definite scientific status, such that Lev

Manovich titled  one of his latest

articles published “What is

Visualization?”. Can you tell us what is

your point of view on this?

Manuel Lima: In the last 25 years the

term “visualization” has become

immensely popular, being fragmented

in a profusion of subfields, carrying a

diversity of specialized labels such as

Information Visualization, Data

Visualization, Scientific Visualization,

Software Visualization, Geographic

Visualization, Knowledge

Visualization, Flow Visualization, and

even Music Visualization. Many of

these areas emerged in the midst of

existing parallel areas like Information

Design, Information Graphics, and

Visual Communication. The distinction

between them is occasionally thin,

and in some cases almost inexistent.

This rich plethora of labels is certainly

indicative of the outburst of a new

practice, but one that is still struggling

to define itself.

Although many definitions exist, I’m

still inclined to one of the most

popular ones set forth by Stuart,

Mackinlay, and Shneiderman in their

landmark book “Readings in

Information visualization: Using Vision

to Think”, as the “use of computer-

supported, interactive, visual

representations of abstract data to

amplify cognition”. It’s in essence a

computer-driven transformation of
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abstract data (distinct from physical

data � the earth, molecules, cells,

human body, etc) into an interactive

visual depiction aiming at insight �

which in turn translates into

“discovery, decision-making, and

explanation”.

Pasquale Napolitano: Nowadays most

of the web-based relationships are

based on interactions and

communicative exchanges supported

by text, pictures and other audiovisual

material which end up layering to

form a big database. The analysis of

those data can help in the

understanding of the dynamics and

interactions of the online social world.

Given new online social environments

where threaded conversation is not

the focal point of interaction how can

Information Visualization aid social

legibility?

Manuel Lima: Social sciences is just

one of many areas where visualization

is playing a major role in deciphering

various behaviors and patterns. It is

not a fortunate coincidence that the

recent outburst of information

visualization followed the same

dramatic rise of the newest boom of

online social networks. There are

different reasons that explain this

parallel progress:

Complex Social Groups: Many online

communities nowadays reach striking

numbers over many millions of users,

turning into incredible research

laboratories for social sciences. It’s

widely said that if Facebook were a

country, with more than 360 million

users, it would make it the world’s

third most populous nation, just

behind China and India. This naturally

creates a challenge. The level of

complexity of many online social

services like Facebook, Linkedin, and

Twitter has been pushing information

visualization forward as it tries to

come up with different solutions to

visualize and analyze these vastly

convoluted structures.

Shared Content: Members of these

online communities are not only

intricately intertwined; many are also

engaged in collaborative actions in

the creation and exchange of content,

appropriately denominated by user-

generated content. By doing so, many

interesting patterns naturally come to

light from these shared experiences.

As we look into the information

exchange through a visualization lens,
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various insights start emerging; from

understanding how humans

categorize information, through the

analysis of social bookmarking

services li

Tools: Besides their social nature,

many online services provide a

profusion of tools allowing you to

track and map every daily activity

imaginable. From tracing how many

miles you run, charting the Geo-

coordinates of your photos, or even

plotting your sexual activities, many

new tools keep pushing the

boundaries for alternative self-

tracking methods, able to visualize

the most mundane personal behavior.

This rising phenomenon will continue

to push demand for innovative

representational methodologies,

which in turn will promote the

advancement of information

visualization.

Pasquale Napolitano: As noted by

several theorists, such as Castells and

Nyiro, new communication

technologies, with their speed and

asynchrony, are producing an

annihilation of space and the

compression of time. The traditional

space/time coordinates do not seem

to find a place in the new forms of

data representation, they seem to be

replaced by new concepts such as

“flow” or “evolution”. Do you think that

this axis shift in the forms of

representation is also affecting the

real sense of time and place?

Manuel Lima: We tend to look for

patterns everywhere. This capability is

embedded in our perceptual

mechanism and has saved our

ancestors in critical events over

millennia, from identifying a moving

object in a grassland or a threatening

face in a crowd. But we also look for

patterns in data, information, facts,

and stories as a central method for

assimilating knowledge. The way

many of these maps and alphabets

are displayed can certainly influence

our perception of reality, so it’s very

likely that as representation

metaphors shift so will our sense of

time and place.

Pasquale Napolitano: As we can see

giving a look at the projects collected

on Visualcomplexity.com more and

more visualizations, based on data

that share the same genetic blueprint,

share some traits, such as the use of

the same geometric shapes (arc,
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circle, etc.) or the same spatial

distributions. Do you think we can talk

of a  kind of standardization, are we

facing the born of a common

grammar in the visualization of

complex data?

Manuel Lima: Yes, absolutely. Almost

as staggering as the assortment of

portrayed subjects is the variety of

employed visual techniques.

Frequently generated by computer

algorithms and enhanced by

interactive features, most projects

showcase a broad palette of visual

elements and variations that consider

color, text, imagery, size, shape,

contrast, transparency, position,

orientation, layout, and configuration.

Despite this rich graphical diversity,

many projects tend to follow

noticeable trends and common

principles, which in turn result in a

type of emergent taxonomy.

This embryonic and evolving

taxonomy provides a portrait of the

current state of the practice and

reveals the initial building blocks

shaping a new visual language. This

alphabet is not entirely new in the

sense that many of its letters are

recurrent visual metaphors used for

centuries. But some are combining

and recombining old metaphors in

new original ways. This emergent

grammar of network visualization will

be featured in a dedicated chapter in

my forthcoming book.

Pasquale Napolitano: Often, some

projects are realized with the aim of

reducing the complexity, but ,

actually, they present data in a

confused and illegible way

nevertheless they are still attractive

due to the presence of a high

aesthetic quotient, like in Ebb and
Flow of Movies published by Byron

Lee and Amanda Cox on the “New

York Times”. What do you think about

the boundary, If in your opinion it

exists, between data-art and data-

visualization?

Manuel Lima: There’s certainly a

boundary, but some see it more

visibly than others. As I stated in my

visualization manifesto in 2009,

“Information Visualization and

Information Art” can and should

coexist, by learning from each other

and cross-pollinating ideas, methods

and techniques. In fact, this

separation is beneficial for both areas,

since it frees them from inadequate

concerns and aspirations. Information

Art can really push the creative limits
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of data and in the process generate

new techniques and algorithms, but

also spark public discourse – one of

the great qualities of Art.

On the other hand, Information

Visualization can mature as an

analytical tool, providing a reliable and

critical source of insight to many

future challenges we are still to face.

We have observed a similar symbiotic

process between Art and Cartography

for many centuries. Several authors

have written on this subject and David

Woodward, in his “Art & Cartography“,

published in 1987, describes in detail

how numerous artists were influenced

by cartography, and how maps

themselves were hung up on the walls

as pieces of art. Nevertheless, both

fields have always kept their

independent paths and individual

aspirations.

But it’s also important to highlight

that this divide does not translate into

an aesthetic dissection – neither art is

the only portrayer of beauty nor

should we think of information

visualization as a purely pragmatic

domain, entirely destitute of elegance

and appeal. As David Staley stated in

his “Computers, Visualization, and

History” (2002): “Above all else, a

visualization is beautiful when it is

useful. A visualization is beautiful

when it elegantly and appropriately

makes the viewer think about the

information organized in the visual

display.

A visualization is beautiful when it

allows the viewer to gain insight and

understanding into the information,

especially when that information was

not appreciated in some other form,

such as written prose. A visualization

is beautiful when the information is

thoughtfully arranged in such a way

that patterns and structures are

revealed.”

Pasquale Napolitano: Recently the

Cultural Studies and the Humanities

are increasingly contaminated by the

use of digital technologies. What do

you think is the future and the role

that the Information Visualization can

play under the Digital Humanities big

tent?.

Manuel Lima: It will be massive. You

can have a glimpse of this major

influence in the work being developed

by Lev Manovich and his group in the

domain of “Cultural Analytics” at the

Software Studies Initiative of the
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University of California, San Diego

(UCSD). In an exhibition entitled
Mapping Time (October 5 – December

12, 2010), Manovich and his team

showcased a variety of projects

dealing with the analysis and

visualization of large cultural data

sets. This exhibit delivered a riveting

view on the role of visualization as a

tool for cultural analysis, a tool for

discovery and understanding in the

whopping sea of data. It showed how

visualization can continuously retell

familiar stories, always adopting a

new unseen perspective.

It explored a wide view of our culture

across different time scales, where

the whole predominates over the

individual part. It exposed culture’s

internal data points, tying them

together in various patchworks with

unconventional threads of insight.

And while many of these patchworks

provided alternative points of view

into familiar territories, they also

created a new cultural object, able to

decode the inherent complexity of our

contemporary society.

Pasquale Napolitano: Some editorial

publications such as the “BBC” and the

“NYT”, are showing strong interest in

data visualization. Did you get an idea

about the so-called “date-journalism

“?

Manuel Lima: Mainstream media has

been a central driving force for the

latest outburst of interest for

information visualization. Newspapers

like The New York Times, magazines

like “Wired”, and TV channels like

“CNN” and “BBC”, have embraced an

assortment of new methods for

displaying information, contributing

for a conscientious awareness for the

discipline.

It is through many of these original

initiatives that elements of the

general public grasp the extended

reach of the field, far beyond the

familiar pie charts or bar charts.During

the media coverage of the 2008 US

presidential elections users were

bombarded, and enthralled, with

many of these novel approaches, from

CNN’s telepresence

[

articles.cnn.com/2008-04-16/tech/db

.telepresence_1_telepresence-

videoconferencing-

productivity?_s=PM:TECH] and

interaction with large displays, to the

copious number of interactive

graphics generated by The New York

Times.

Many journalists are continuously

looking for enhanced ways of

exploring and filtering the plentiful

quantity of data at their disposal,

contributing decisively to the

development of the information

visualization. As people become

aware and increasingly interested in

many of these unconventional views,
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so will the demand for richer methods

of representation increase.

Pasquale Napolitano: Do you think

that Information Visualization will be

the interface for the future web?

Manuel Lima: Visualization will always

be an important element in any

communication environment. The

interface of the future web? That’s

probably a far-fetched prospect that

doesn’t even consider the truly

diverse nature of the web

Pasquale Napolitano: Thank you for

the thoughtful answers. To wrap up,

please tell us about something you’re

currently working on or about

something you’re excited to start.

Manuel Lima: I’m currently immersed

in my full-time role at Microsoft Bing,

and quite excited to start my second

book, even though it’s still too early to

talk about it.

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc

/
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Critical Fusion. Interview To Maurice Benayoun
Lorenzo Taiuti

Maurice Benayoun is one of the most

experienced among digital media

artists, both in France and abroad.

Principally known as an interactive

artist, his research course on visual art

and video started from documentary

experiences, as testified by his

documentaries and video installations

about the most influent contemporary

artists in the Eighties. In 1987 he was

one of the founders of Studio Z-A,

one of the first examples of

professional studio aimed to the

experimentation of new approaches

to computer-made images.

Since the Eighties, the history of

computer is filled with operative

hypothesis, fantasies and

imaginations related to the new and

astonishing possibilities it offered,

even in both aesthetical and

communicative field, becoming very

soon the new technologic, social and

productive reality to reckon with.

Such new presence has been capable

of generating new experiences on a

global scale where culture and

communication were rethought

within the new media possibilities of

application. Nowadays new media is

an old term indeed, since digital

media are now so diffused that they

partially exceed their novelty. But it is

an epochal term as well, and so I am

glad to use it in order to indicate a

rising culture characterizing an

extremely important period of our

history.

Maurice Benayoun‘s course followed

the development of new media
during the last 15 years, with analysis

on virtual and 3d image, net

communication forms and interactive
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devices. From the TV series at the

beginning of the Nineties, entitled Les
Quarks, with 3D narrative animations

and SF-like, up to facing immaterial

art questions with Art after Museum,

Benayoun has always reflected on the

problems of digital art seen as

disappearance of the tangible works.

Works that also become infinitely

reproducible, as a perfect replica of an

original one.

Among his most significant works

emerges World Skin, A Photo Saphari
in the land of War, one of the most

important productions of all time in a

3D environment where many

hypothesis of virtual reality have been

experimented. Projected in 1997 in a

place called CAVE, a space three

meter large where every wall was a

screen and stereoscopic glassea were

needed to see things in relief, it has

been then realized in 2010 as an

interactive installation by Rotterdam’s

V2.

It is a 3D space where Benayoun sets

a travel discovering war, in the dark

and undetermined scenery typical of

videogames, yet renewed with an

original solution: instead of following

the restrictive logic of total 3D

reconstruction, he inserts graphically

defined photographic figures, in order

to tread a infinite and practicable path

among the common images of war,

old and new, a trip among wreckages,

weapons, violence. A violence more

remembered than represented, in a

simple yet complex work, one of the

most interesting of immersive reality.

In addition to the special glasses, the

users are provided with cameras in

order to film the virtual landscape.

Every time a picture is taken, the

landscape disappears and gets

immediately printed. The reality of

media disappears through its own

increase and invasivity. The digital

saphari suggests again the theory of

media excess and its effects of

information subtraction or

disappearance. The excessively

reproduced reality ends up

disappearing.

The Tunnel under the Atlantic is

another interesting work. Built with

networks, video, audio

communication and music, it is a

“digital portal” located in the

Beaubourg permitting a sort of dialog

between Paris and Montréal. The

passage under the tunnel chronicles

the long cultural and social history

which strongly links the two cities.

Matters of discussion are obviously

time and space. The space generated

by the tunnel is a symbolic one, and

between the two edges there are

waiting and collective communication

moments.

The connection becomes key for

language and pillar of new forms of

virtual communication, involving both
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structures and people in the

communicative mechanism.

Maurice Benayoun‘s work seems to us

a communication-based one, which

utilizes digital media for he considers

them the most fitting in his

experience. Here today, the day a

publication about his first twenty

years of career is available, we have

an interview with him, persuaded that

his works involve the relationship

between art and digital media.

Lorenzo Taiuti: How many differences

are there between working on new

media now and in the Nineties?

Maurice Benayoun: There are lot of

them. In the Nineties we needed

performative, big computer by Silicon

Graphics, utilizable by experienced

technicians only, even for the simplest

aspects of digital works. The work

environment was different as well. It

was very small, there were few people

working with art and technology. We

met each other and we were always

the same of us, like a sort of ghetto.

Nowadays we can use laptops even

for complex works, and academies

and universities rose more and more,

with new multimedia section where

to improve our work.

Computers are no longer scary, we

use them every day. Though the

cultural world maybe is not ready to

accept technological art, we feel like

we witness a growing absorption of

technology in the cultural and artistic

systems.

That is why my work is moving into a

direction I define as “critical fusion”. I

mean a fusion between reality and

typical media fiction, as for instance

CNN news bulletins showing how we

can create a life-size and real-time

fiction. The risk of today’s

communication (aesthetical or

spectacular) is to create illusion and

fiction hiding reality, as stated by Guy

Debord in his Society of the Spectacle.

Lorenzo Taiuti:  Let me understand: is
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it a work towards didactics and not

towards metaphor? Or maybe this

work could offer the keys we need to

unlock new doors?

Maurice Benayoun: The “critical

fusion” should be an element of

knowledge, and yet the fusion

between reality and fiction risks to

distract from reality. It is the opposite

of concentration, defined as fusion of

the cognitive processes and not

function of entertainment, but

support to unveil reality.

Lorenzo Taiuti:  One more thing. It

seems to me new media are still

perceived mostly as “special effects”.

What do you think about that?

Maurice Benayoun: I think they are

rather art/critic effects: we can make

sense, create sense with special

effects. The important thing is not the

effect but the act of seeing and the

same applies to the “retinal memory”

they talked about many times. Retinal

memory does not mean “retinal

seduction” (the modernism has always

battled against that idea), but a

veritable form of representation.

Lorenzo Taiuti: And what about the

concept of “critical fusion”?

Maurice Benayoun: It is very

important in NeOrizon, my work with

street boxes. I see people and vision

of things are changing nonotheless, as

for instance Yes Men who are working

very close to the concept of critical

fusion, and so do Art Mark, 01.org,

who even work exactly on it. A fusion

composed by simple technological

elements and new elements of art as

well. Open art seen as art opened to

media, free diffusion, broadcasting

and use of technology. The “dream of

creation” does not only mean

dreaming to overcome frontiers, but

escaping from one’s own identity too.

To behave in the world could become

realer than reality itself.

Lorenzo Taiuti: Let’s try and explain

the apparent contradiction between

“technological fake” and the idea of

“knowledge growth”.

Maurice Benayoun: We are

experiencing a more and more

symbolic representation of what is

real. Like World Trade Center, that

was both a tangible workplace and a

symbol of American economy and

power. Today it is necessary to

include the information world within

the “tissues” of the real. But at the
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same time, this inclusion must cause

an awareness. Or, better to say, a

crisis. We should come back to the

Situationists’ ideas: image hides

reality, it does not reveal it. This

concept of critical fusion could lead to

a decryption of reality and its

symbolic functions..

Lorenzo Taiuti: Unless I’m wrong, you

did not use any of techno-art’s

classical terms so far, as if you are

trying to stand back from the

technological definition of digital art. I

partially agree with you. In the

Nineties, against the excess of

“technological absolute” they

discussed about then, I thought

technological art lied in the genetic

structures of modern art, and so it

was one of its fundamental elements.

Would you please tell me your point

of view about this?

Maurice Benayoun: Technology

neutralizes a tool’s specificity, and

people come back to the “essentials”

when everybody talks about that. But

I never meant to prove the

possibilities of technology. In my

opinion, I rely on technology as long

as it helps me improve and make clear

my relationships with other people, or

better comprehend and deal with the

world. Only then I consider

technology as my tool of choice.

Lorenzo Taiuti: I agree. Then tell me

what of your works better explain this

thought, what do you consider your

best on…

Maurice Benayoun: That’s not an easy

task because I think each work

expresses and goes one step forward

in my path. World Skin is the one most

able to arouse the highest emotion,

by maintaining a substantial

coherence and explaining the

contents’ goal. I like NeOrizon,

especially in the version realized in

China, as well as Watch Out and

Cosmopolis. And I am satisfied too

with my work on the mechanics of

emotions, or by the gathering of the

world’s moods then turned into visual

schemes and objects.

Lorenzo Taiuti: In a few days, Open
Art, a monograph on your work is

going to be released. How much have

you interfered with the book’s

conception?

Maurice Benayoun: Well, Open Art has

been conceived by others. It is a

monograph dealing with all of my
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works. I just wanted it to include

every feeling and emotion of each of

the spectators who witnessed my

works; this makes them clearer and

more linked to human experience. My

blog The Dump is instead my

biography, containing every

unfinished work and ideas. All of this

testifies a tale full of ideas and

projects, data banks and free access.

A critic even said my blog was likely

my most interesting work at all.

I find that strange yet intriguing at the

same time. It has been some times

since my blog goes on and I have to

admit it has become a full-fledged,

composite work. Someone who

participated to it, took even some

elements from it and reused them.

That’s how my blog has become an

inspiring work, just as well as the ones

I took my inspiration from in the past.

Anyone is allowed to have access and

“took” the ideas. That’s what I like to

call “transaction art”, passing from a

person to another.

Then my blog became a text about

art’s intentionality and ideas, and also

searching for the reason why many of

them do not become true. Moreover,

it has explained the idea of artistic

activity as a process of “re-digestion”

of which came before. A Polish critic

then used my blog as a stimulus for

other artists, thus producing new

works and exposing them into an

exhibition by the blog’s name, and the

subtitle Recycling of thoughts. By

dealing with recycling, I utilized the

photos of the exhibition for another

work based on the same ones. As if to

say: recycling, circulation and

“transaction” of creativity.

Lorenzo Taiuti: Have you got some

new project in mind? And where?

Maurice Benayoun: In Enghien les

Bains an exhibition will be organized.

There will be some new works of

mine, along with photos and a

perfume as well: White Cube, the

smell that comes from the paint used

to whitewash the gallery’s walls for

each exhibition (the “White Cube”, the

exposition space for modern art). It is

the perfume characterizing

contemporary art the better. The

exhibition will contain interactive

works, weird objects, conceptual

operations, provocative works and

web projects

Lorenzo Taiuti: Speaking of web
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projects, you often feel similar to

artists like Chatonsky, who seems to

work mostly on the net though. Did

you work much on the net?

Maurice Benayoun: Yes, that’s right, I

worked on the net as well. Two of

these works have also been exposed

in Australia. Moreover, some of my

first digital works were made on the

net. Besides, I do not like to be

identified as a “web artist”, virtual

reality artist and so on.

Lorenzo Taiuti: So don’t you believe in

divisions among languages?

Maurice Benayoun: Yes, I do. There

are some languages I am interested in

and can be not so strictly

technological. The period in which I

was linked to technology the most

was the Nineties, but in general I

focus on dealing with the world and

not on one technology only.

http://www.benayoun.com/
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